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ClearCruise™ AR brings enhanced on water perception to
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rich graphics overlaid on HD video for instant, heads up
recognition of your surroundings.
Learn how to navigate smarter at raymarine.com/ClearCruise
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T H E U N I V E R S E — O R AT L E A S T T H E M A R I N E I N D U S T R Y
— HAS NEVER SEEN A TEAM OF EXPERTS LIKE THIS

What I know about comics can fit into Batman’s fanny pack (or is it utility belt?),
but I do know that the Justice League is a team of superheroes armed with an
array of powers and abilities. Last summer, as I was describing the 2019 Marine
Electronics and Technology issue in an email, I wrote that it’s being written and edited by “a marine electronics Justice League.” It’s my humble estimation that our
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company has never produced a specialty issue with this much expert firepower.
Jim Hendricks, Boating’s West Coast editor and electronics editor of Salt Water
Sportsman, brings with him 35 years of award-winning marine journalism experience. He’s our Aquaman. Chris Woodward, the executive editor and electronics editor
of Sport Fishing, has been testing multifunction displays and fishing machines for 17
years. She’s our Wonder Woman. David Schmidt is the electronics editor for Yachting
and Cruising World. A cerebral tech-head, a man of adventure, a determined journalist
— he’s a hybrid of Bruce Wayne and Clark Kent. Additional consultation was provided
by Randy Vance, editor-at-large for Bonnier’s marine and fishing titles. In 2018, Randy
traveled from Miami to Lake of the Ozarks to Traverse City, Michigan, to test more
than 40 new boats. He’s the Flash. And let’s not overlook the guest appearance by
the editors-in-chief of Boating, Yachting and Cruising World, each of whom build their
dream electronics suite for their dream vessel. There is no team better equipped to
guide you through the oft-complicated world of marine electronics and technology.
This special issue features expert breakdowns on topics ranging from Doppler
radar (page 34) to drones (page 46), from live sonar (page 15) to self-docking (page
47). Plus, a comprehensive buyers guide with 67 new product reviews (page 52).
As far as Google can tell, the Justice League has no discernible catchphrase. In
absence of one, we’ll create our own: read up, buy in, plug in, boat on.
Shawn Bean, Editorial Director, Bonnier Media
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RADAR

REDEFINED
Solid-State Doppler Tracking
ItÕs The

Generation

It’s the comfort of knowing you are safe.
It’s Doppler Radar echoes changing color,
showing which targets are a threat to you.
It’s instant tracking of up to 100 moving
targets. It’s Furuno’s Bird Mode tracking
birds to ﬁnd the best ﬁshing grounds. It’s
the “NXT” innovation in Radar, the all-new
NXT Solid-State Doppler Radar for NavNet
TZtouch & TZtouch2.

Target AnalyzerTM function, facilitated by Doppler
technology, immediately alerts you to targets (displayed
in red) that pose a threat to your vessel. Simultaneously
track up to 100 moving targets, displaying their speed &
course vectors.

RezBoostTM beam sharpening displays higher resolution
targets, similar to those from a large open array antenna.

DRS4D-NXT & DRS6A-NXT
Doppler Solid State Radar
Experience The

Radar at Youtube.com/FurunoVideo

www.FurunoUSA.com

The AIRMAR

Chirp Advantage
Unleash the true power of your fishfinder! AIRMAR Chirp-ready transducers
will take your fishfinder to the next level…superior target resolution and amazing detail
such as lure tracking and thermoclines…that’s the AIRMAR Chirp advantage.
Visit AIRMAR.com or call one of our AIRMAR Certified Installers
to find the right transducer for your boat.

, DEFINING CHIRP TECHNOLOGY
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FROM REAL TO REEL

The world of marine electronics evolves at a mind-boggling
pace, with remarkable advancements emerging every month
or two. Yet, one new development, which debuted in mid-2018,
might just change the fundamental nature of fish-finding
technology for anglers.

Garmin’s Panoptix LiveScope shows images of fish in real
time, as if you’re watching livestreaming video. It creates a
dynamic view that is continually refreshed.
LiveScope can paint startlingly lifelike apparitions of fish
and bait schools as they move within the sonar beam. What
appears on screen is akin to the imagery you might see during
a medical ultrasound procedure.

COURTESY GARMIN

L I V E V I E WS O F T H E WO R L D B E LOW T H A N KS TO GA R M I N ’ S PA N O P T I X L I V E S C O P E
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GARMIN’S PANOPTIX
LIVESCOPE SHOWS
IMAGES OF FISH IN REAL
T I M E , A S I F Y O U ’ R E WAT C H I N G
LIVESTREAMING VIDEO.

Garmin LiveScope high-resolution on-screen images prove
easy to interpret. In many instances, you can discern the proﬁles of ﬁsh, which allows you to identify species. You can also
see ﬁsh dart in and out of bait schools while attacking prey.
Winner of the Best of Show award at the 2018 ICAST
ﬁshing-industry show, as well as the National Marine
Electronics Association’s Technology Award, LiveScope relies
on the Garmin GLS 10 black-box module (above) that networks
with Garmin displays and the LVS32 transducer (above left),
suitable for both transom and trolling-motor installations. A
through-hull version should also be available soon.
The transducer can operate in two modes: LiveScope Down
and LiveScope Forward. Simply point the transducer down to
look under the boat, or point it forward to see ahead of the boat.
You can also mount it sideways on a trolling motor and point
it in any direction you wish. The LVS32 transducer operates
at a fairly high frequency range of 530 to 1,100 kHz, and has
a range of 200 feet. The LVS32 is equipped with an attitude
heading reference system that constantly adjusts the sonar beam to compensate for boat motion to steady the sonar
image. Panoptix LiveScope is compatible with a wide range of
Garmin multifunction displays. It sells for $1,499.99. To learn
more, visit garmin.com.

THERE’S MORE THAN ONE
P L AY E R I N T H E L I V E - S O N A R
M A R K E T. S E E PA G E 1 5 .

CHIRP R
HOW THIS NEW TECHNOLOGY HAS RESHAPED

Chirp technology has fundamentally changed the nature
of ﬁsh ﬁnders that employ down-looking conical sounder
beams. In fact, chirp has become so prevalent that many
new ﬁsh ﬁnders are designed to operate only as chirp units.

Few anglers are complaining, because chirp allows them
to ﬁnd and catch more ﬁsh than with the single-frequency
technology used by old-school ﬁnders.
“Chirp,” a word based on the type of sound generated by
birds, describes a frequency-modulated sound wave. That
means chirp transducers transmit a band of frequencies
(such as 150 to 250 kHz) at once. Microprocessors then
interpret the subtle diﬀerences in the returning signals to
display underwater targets with greater deﬁnition and less
interference than with most traditional systems. Chirp requires specialized transducers, as well as a multifunction
display or add-on ﬁsh-ﬁnder module capable of sending,
receiving and processing chirp signals.

COURTESY GARMIN (2)
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47 pounds, and thus is not appropriate for boats under 30 feet
in length.
Airmar’s B175HW tilted-element transducer, on the other
hand, is much smaller, has a low profile and requires a 3¼-inch
diameter in the hull to install. With a chirp band of 150 to
250 kHz, it is rated for 1 kW and offers a maximum depth of
500 feet.
Whatever choice you make, be sure that the chirp frequency
range is compatible with the fish finder you choose. Also, not
all fish finders have two chirp channels; if so, there is no point
in having a transducer with two frequency bands.
Top-quality chirp transducers can be expensive. The retail
price for the Airmar B175HW is around $1,300, and that’s
toward the lower end of the price spectrum. Some chirp transducers can run as high as $3,500, and that does include the
fish finder. There are much less expensive chirp systems, such
as Raymarine’s Dragonfly, but these chirp bands tend to be
narrower in range.
Ultimately, if you’re serious about seeing fish, a top-of-theline chirp system is well worth the investment.

MARINE ELECTRONICS AND TECHNOLOGY BUYER’S GUIDE

While chirp improves the ability to find fish, it also
complicates the shopping process because there now exists
a wider range of choices in transmit power, frequency bands,
transducer styles and beam angles than ever. Before buying
and installing a chirp system, pause to talk things over with a
marine-electronics expert to make sure you get one that suits
your needs.
The best chirp frequency band hinges on your style of
fishing and expectations. For example, if you want to spot
swordfish to depths of 10,000 feet, you want a low-chirp band
of, say, 28 to 60 kHz. A transducer such as the R509LHW from
Airmar Technology Corp. — the leading supplier of transducers
— offers this low-frequency band, along with a 2 to 3 kW power rating to boom to such depths. For fishing shallower water,
this transducer also features a second channel that chirps on
150 to 250 kHz.
The size of the transducer should also be considered. Chirp
transducers — especially those with multiple channels — can
be relatively large. The Airmar R509LHW, for instance, measures more than 23 inches long, 6.7 inches wide and weighs
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RezBoost is a technology development by
Furuno that uses advanced
digital-signal processing to
increase resolution to levels
comparable to chirp, but
by using select, compatible
50/200 kHz transducers.
Available with Furuno
NavNet TZtouch2 multifunction displays, RezBoost
produces ﬁsh targets and
images that are eight times
sharper than those from a
traditional ﬁsh ﬁnder.
In many cases, you can
use your older 50/200 kHz
transducer, and this negates
the need to purchase and install a new chirp transducer,
while still getting chirplike
ﬁsh-ﬁnder performance.

IMAGING
SONAR
BECAUSE
DETAILS
MAKE A
DIFFERENCE
Shipwrecks look like ships.
Returns require relatively
little interpretation.
Because sonar imaging
needs to sample the water column in relatively thin
slices, the systems are not
practical to use at high
speeds, nor are they optimal for seeing ﬁsh. Keep
speeds under 5 mph for the
best target deﬁnition. Also,
the display images for these
systems are monochrome,
though the chromatic shade
is selectable.

Side-imaging systems can
reach out to remarkable distances. Garmin’s SideVu, for
example, is eﬀective 500
feet to each side of the boat.
Raymarine’s chirp SideVision
can reach to distances of
600 feet on each side.
One of the coolest
features of such systems
lies in the ability to create an instant waypoint on
your chart plotter for an object or school of ﬁsh that
is a considerable distance
from your boat. With the
Lowrance HDS Live, just tap
the rock pile or other structure on the screen, and the
system creates a waypoint
with the latitude and longitude of that spot. You can do
this even after the boat has
passed the location. Then
you can go back to the waypoint and take a closer look.

COURTESY FURUNO (TOP LEFT), JASON ARNOLD / JASONARNOLDPHOTO.COM (LEFT),
D. RUSSELL (OPPOSITE LEFT), CODY SPINADEL (OPPOSITE RIGHT)
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FURUNO
REZBOOST
CHIRPLIKE
PERFORMANCE
WITH A
STANDARD
TRANSDUCER

Imaging-sonar
technology uses transducers that sweep a very thin
section of the water column (picture a pizza slice)
versus a conical section.
Digital-signal-processing
software then converts
these slices into coherent photolike images on a
multifunction display.
Most systems oﬀer two
basic views: side imaging and down imaging. Side
imaging can shoot out to
both port and starboard,
while down imaging sees
directly under the boat.
Some systems can also
generate three-dimensional
representations of the water
column, structure and ﬁsh.
The returns rival those of
medical imaging technology.
You can discern the details of rock piles and reefs.

BIRD FINDERS

FIND THE FLOCKS, AND YOU’LL FIND FISH. NEW RADAR SYSTEMS
MAKE IT EASIER THAN EVER.

striped bass, marlin or tuna. π Yet, finding
flocks of birds at a distance can prove difficult. The right marine radar system can
show birds that are beyond visual range.
In years past, anglers needed to manually
tune their radars by cranking up the gain and
dialing back the sea clutter, then looking for
consistent targets. Flocks of birds showed
up as loosely deﬁned and shifting spatters or
faint clumps of radar returns.
Today, special bird-mode functions perform
the same tuning automatically and, in some
cases, show birds without background clutter.
You’ll ﬁnd automatic bird-ﬁnding functionality

SE L ECT TH E

RI G HT SCA NN ER

A number of factors inﬂuence the eﬀective bird-ﬁnding range of a radar. Yet, all things
being equal, open arrays beat dome scanners when it comes to detecting distant ﬂocks. This
is because arrays generate narrower, more focused beam angles than do radar domes. As an
example, while a Furuno NXT-DRS6A open-array system has a maximum practical bird range
of 5 miles, the Furuno NXT-DRS4D dome will reach only about 3 to 4 miles.
The width of an open array can also aﬀect bird-ﬁnding performance. Simrad’s Halo radar,
for instance, is oﬀered with 3-, 4- and 6-foot-wide open arrays. The wider arrays translate to
better bird detection, so get the biggest one that will ﬁt on your boat.
That said, many boats under 30 feet possess a limited amount of space on the hardtop
or T-top for a radar scanner, and thus cannot accept even the smaller open arrays. That’s
OK, because domes such as Furuno’s NXT-DRS4D or Simrad’s Halo 24 will also detect birds.
Both are available with bird mode.

15

to schools of fish feeding below, be it mahi,

Lowrance recently
debuted its series of HDS Live
multifunction displays, which
includes the LiveSight feature,
among a number of other
functions. As with Garmin’s
LiveScope, the LiveSight
returns sonar images in real
time, so you can see ﬁsh move
within the sonar beam, which
operates on a frequency of
240 kHz. You can mount the
optional transom-mount
LiveSight transducer to
point downward for vertical
ﬁshing, or you face it toward
the bow to look forward.
With the transducer pointed
forward in conjunction with
the Point-1 GPS antenna, an
on-chart indicator shows the
direction the transducer is
pointed, allowing you to line
up on structure you’re trying
to ﬁsh.

2019

pelicans, shearwaters and terns, can lead

LOWRANCE’S
LIVE SONAR
SEEING FISH IN
REAL TIME

MARINE ELECTRONICS AND TECHNOLOGY BUYER’S GUIDE

Seabirds, such as frigates, gannets, gulls,

on marine radar systems from Furuno, Garmin,
Lowrance, Raymarine and Simrad.
However, choosing the right radar type
— solid state or magnetron — can help anglers see birds at greater distances. While
solid-state systems oﬀer a number of
beneﬁts (including bird mode on some), magnetron systems still hold the advantage when
it comes to ﬁnding birds.
For example, Furuno’s DRS25A (25 kW),
a magnetron X-band open-array system, is
20 percent better in range detection for birds
than a Furuno NXT-DRS6A solid-state radar with
an equivalent open array, according to Furuno.
“A Furuno DRS25A or even DRS12A will
realistically see birds at 6 to 8 nautical miles,
while the maximum bird range for an NXT-DRS6A
is about 5 nautical miles,” says Eric Kunz, product
development manager for Furuno USA.
The need to navigate safely does not
evaporate just because you’re on the hunt for
birds. That’s why some marine systems oﬀer
dual-range/split-screen modes.
With the Simrad Halo system, for instance,
you can dedicate one radar panel to bird mode
and the other to navigation or even a weather mode for tracking oﬀshore storms while
looking for birds and ﬁsh.
Despite the advancements in bird-detection
systems, weather and sea conditions can
thwart the eﬀort to ﬁnd ﬂocks with radar. Sea
clutter and wave returns can interfere with
your ability to see birds on radar.
The ideal conditions for ﬁnding birds with
radar include mild winds and smooth seas. The
calmer the ocean, the easier it is to see birds
close to the surface.

01 ANGLER

FISH NETWORK

O U R E D I T O R S R E C O M M E N D T H E U LT I M A T E
ELECTRONICS PACKAGE FOR ANGLERS,
B A S E D O N A R AY M A R I N E S Y S T E M A B OA R D
A BOSTON WHALER 280 OUTRAGE

RAYMARINE’S RV-200 bronze
all-in-one transducer has elements to support DownVision,
SideVision, RealVision 3D
and high-chirp sonar. It also
features a high-precision
water-temperature sensor,
as well as an internal AHRS
(attitude and heading reference system) for stabilization.
This transducer is built by
Raymarine for the RealVision

3D system in the Axiom MFDs.
For boating anglers who prefer
a transom-mount transducer,
Raymarine offers the RV-100
all-in-one transducer. It
features a stainless-steel
transom bracket with
a kick-up to prevent
damage in the
event of strike
with ﬂoating
debris.

RAYMARINE AIS700 CLASS B
offers NMEA 2000 integration
and a splitter for antenna
sharing between the AIS and
VHF. Targets show on Axiom’s
plotter and radar displays. The
unit integrates with the chart
plotter/radar/thermal camera.
Touch a target to slew
the camera and
lock on the spot.

With its ability to interface with the Axiom displays at the main
helm and tower, RAYMARINE’S EVOLUTION EV150 hydraulic pilot
eliminates the need for an extra controller. Use the supplied p70Rs
display on the main helm. This autopilot features automatic trolling
patterns, TrackIQ for eliminating error induced by the pitching and
rolling of the boat, and Hydro Balance that senses and corrects for
abnormalities in hydraulic steering systems. The EV150 comes with a control
module and a high-speed precision hydraulic pump that integrates with many
existing hydraulic steering systems.

RAYMARINE’S
SR150 SIRIUSXM
marine-weather
receiver includes
a Shakespeare
SiriusXM antenna kit with
plug-and-play capabilities
for accessing critical
marine-weather information
and sea-surface temperature
data. Service plan required.

ILLUSTRATION: KAGAN MCLEOD
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RAYMARINE’S AXIOM 16 PRO RVX hybrid touchscreen display
with built-in RealVision 3D and 1 kW chirp sonar simplifies the
installation because no external sonar module is needed. This will
serve as the display at the lower helm station. Featuring a 16-inch
diagonal color screen, the multifunction display (MFD) comes
with two transducer ports: An RV-200 transducer can connect to
one, and an Airmar chirp transducer to the other. For the upper
helm station, the Axiom 9 Pro S touchscreen display features full
integration capabilities with onboard networking
for access to all functions. The 9-inch diagonal
IPS display creates excellent viewing from any
angle, even in harsh sunlight.

For boating anglers, a fish finder ranks high on the list of
electronics, but other technologies, such as chart plotting
and radar, can help you find and catch fish, and at the same
time enhance your navigational capabilities. With this in mind,
here’s an example of an integrated dream suite of the newest electronics, primarily from Raymarine, for one of the finest

center-console fishing boats — a Boston Whaler 280 Outrage
— with a hardtop and a second, tower helm station.
Safety at sea is also important to boating anglers, so we’ve
included a number of marine electronics items that can help improve situational awareness, communicate with other boaters
and quickly alert rescue agencies in the event of an emergency.

THE EDITORS
Chris Woodward, executive
and electronics editor
for Sport Fishing magazine, and Jim Hendricks,
electronics editor for
Salt Water Sportsman

magazine, collaborated in
selecting products for this
example of a fish network.
Together, Woodward and
Hendricks possess more
than 60 years of marine
electronics experience.

RAYMARINE’S CAM220IP camera is an ideal marine video camera
for filming fishing action aboard your boat. Axiom features video
recording directly to a microSD memory card for video or stills.
CAM220IP also comes with infrared night vision with built-in IR LED
illumination for night use. By installing this camera pointed forward
and adding the AR200 augmented-reality sensor module, the MFD
will identify navigation aids and waypoints, as well as AIS traffic,
and show them as text-button overlays on
the live video on an Axiom MFD. The underside
of the hardtop offers one of the best mounting locations for the CAM220IP, whether in
the aft- or forward-facing orientations.

NAVIONICS PLATINUM+ is
the premium mapping solution for this system, featuring
SonarChart Live, satellite overlays and panoramic photos. With
Axiom’s Wi-Fi function and the
Navionics Boating mobile app,
you can
wirelessly
update your
Navionics
charts.

RAYMARINE’S RAY63 VHF
comes with Class-D DSC and
built-in GPS and a host of other
features. A version with built-in
AIS — the Ray73 — is also
available, and this can replace
the AIS700. For VHF at the
second station, add
the RayMic wireless
expansion station
and handset.

The FLIR M232
thermal camera can
pan and tilt, and offers
ClearCruise video analytics on Raymarine
Axiom displays for
safer navigation at
night. Plan on mounting this
camera on the forward portion
of the hardtop for viewing the
waters ahead while underway.

ACR’S
GLOBALFIX
IPRO EPIRB with
release bracket
deploys automatically when
it hits the water, instantly
alerting rescue agencies to an
emergency, and then pings your
location, allowing first responders to home in on your position
virtually anywhere in the world.

RAYMARINE’S latestgeneration radar, the MAGNUM
4 KW 4-foot open-array radar,
features automatic bird mode,
dual-range scanning, highspeed scanning and automatic
target tracking.
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AIRMAR’S B265LH 1 kW
two-channel bronze transducer adds a low-chirp range
of 42 to 65 kHz, with a beam
width of 25 to 16 degrees for
reaching depths of 3,000 feet.
The high-chirp signal transmits
from 130 to 210 kHz, with a 10to 6-degree beam width
for finding fish at
depths of less
than 1,000 feet.

01 ANGLER

I need
the bottom
machine to
see the ﬁsh,
but as far as
making things
eﬀicient, it’s
the chart
plotter.
C a pt. P h i l li p W il d s

I can see where I
catch ﬁsh year
after year. The
plotter is a computer now, not
just a navigation
chart.

Whenever we ﬁnd bait
or a bunch of birds on
the water, or if we’re trolling and get a knockdown,
I drop a waypoint. You’d be
stunned by how that builds
a picture for you.
C apt . Te rr y N u ge nt

Usually, I’ll have a point
or something I’m trying to drift over. I set
up and drift the ﬁrst time,
and can follow a parallel
line to the track to make
sure I hit the spot again.

C apt . M a rk M au s

C a pt. Gre g S hu te

CHART
PLOTTING LIKE
A PRO
C A P TA I N S H I G H L I G H T
F E AT U R E S T H AT L E A D TO
MORE FISH

Today’s pro captains use their chart
plotters to do more than just navigate.
They use advanced features to find
optimal conditions, fish and bait concentrations. π “I need the bottom machine
to see the fish, but as far as making
things efficient, it’s the chart plotter,”
says Capt. Phillip Wilds, who runs
Anchored Charters Guide Service out of
Panama City, Florida.

Wilds operates Humminbird Solix
12 multifunction displays with a Minn
Kota i-Pilot Riptide Ulterra trolling motor on his bay boat. He runs his trolling
motor from his Solix, marrying the capabilities of both to maximize production.
“One of the greatest things is to have
the plotter plot a track, and then fish
back through it,” he says. “It’s going to
take you on your exact trail back through
the fish.”
Capt. Terry Nugent, who runs Riptide
Charters out of Cape Cod, Massachusetts,

KAGAN MCLEOD (5)
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Ca pt . Bi ll Platt

I’ve got tracks for
10 years. I download
everything to cards,
and then I isolate my
stuﬀ to two areas.

feature for safe navigation.
Satellite Weather and Sea
Temps – Fishing ocean-temperature
breaks is a tried-and-true method
of finding offshore fish. Access to
current sea-surface temperatures
is where a satellite service such as
SiriusXM Marine comes into play.
With the company’s Marine
Offshore package and compatible
hardware, you can overlay highresolution color SST data on your
MFD. This satellite service also allows
you to access critical marine-weather
information, such as extended forecasts for wind and waves, buoy data,
severe weather warnings and more
when well beyond cell service.
Radar Return and AIS Overlays –
You can also overlay radar returns on
most chart-plotter displays, but this
requires a compatible radar and an
electronic heading sensor. Once the
system is set up, it’s simply a matter
of activating the radar in the menu.
Having a radar return layer on the
chart plotter can help captains distinguish fixed objects, such as aids
to navigation, from possible hazards, such as other boats or other
uncharted items, adding immense
navigational safety when visibility
is limited.
The same applies to automatic
identification system (AIS) targets,
which automatically appear on a
chart-plotter display once an AIS receiver is installed and networked
with the plotter. This will show vessels equipped with AIS transmitters
and alert you to possible collisions so
you can take evasive action.
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Virtually all multifunction displays
offer chart plotting with at least basic embedded navigation charts,
but companies such as C-Map and
Navionics offer a wide range of
electronic charts (in the form of SD
cards that plug into the MFD’s card
reader) that provide additional detail,
particularly when it comes to contours and other fishing features.
You can also augment your electronic charts with a wide variety of
overlays that add even more content
regarding subtle depth changes, water temperature and distant weather
activity. Here are some examples.
Live Charting – C-Map and
Navionics include features that allow you to instantly add more details
to bottom contours on the chart.
Some chart plotters also offer this
“live charting” feature, regardless of
the charting software.
Activating live-charting functions
is as easy as pressing a few buttons on a touchscreen menu. With
Garmin’s Quickdraw Contours, for
instance, you press “Menu,” then
“Quickdraw,” then “Start Recording.”
Depth contours are selectable down
to 1-foot increments. Readings are
captured as an independent file (either on the chart card, a separate
data card or internal memory) and
displayed as a layer over supplied
chart data.
In other words, the personal chart
you create does not alter the underlying chart. You can make the
live-chart overlay semitransparent,
which allows you to read the chart
data underneath — an important
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THE OVERLAY ADVANTAGE
ADD CONTOURS, WEATHER AND
TRAFFIC TO YOUR CHART VIEW
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targets stripers, chasing them under the
birds in run-and-gun fashion.
“Tracks allow me to see the direction
the fish are trending at any time,” he explains. “Whenever we find bait or a bunch
of birds on the water, or if we’re trolling
and get a knockdown, I drop a waypoint.
You’d be stunned by how that builds a
picture for you.”
Many captains religiously catalog
their points and tracks on SD cards by
region. “I’ve got tracks for 10 years,”
says tournament captain Mark Maus,
who fishes two Simrad NSS evo3s and
a Simrad GO9 from a center-console
out of Sarasota, Florida. “I download everything to cards, and then I isolate my
stuff to two areas.”
Maus uses tracks to troll for a variety
of species and to help him navigate back
to unfamiliar locations. He also employs
Simrad’s TrackBack feature on his sonar to enter waypoints when he sees
something new.
Capt. Greg Shute fishes much of
the Chesapeake Bay using his Furuno
TZtouch2 and 1870 units when he’s
drift-fishing for stripers. “Usually, I’ll
have a point or something I’m trying
to drift over,” Shute reveals. “I set up and
drift the first time, and can follow a parallel line to the track to make sure I hit the
spot again.”
Shute employs Furuno’s two-finger
touch, which automatically drops a waypoint, and a color-changing tool that
varies the track’s color with either temperature fluctuations or bottom-type
changes. “I can zigzag over areas while
looking for fish and note where the bottom composition changes,” he says.
“I will then use where I see the color
changes in conjunction with marks I had
on the fish finder.”
Texas-based tournament captain Bill
Platt keeps his data on SD cards based
on region. “I can see where I catch fish
year after year. The plotter is a computer
now, not just a navigation chart.”
Platt uses three Garmin 7612 MFDs.
“A big mistake people make is they pull
up at a waypoint and look and see no fish
there,” he says. “I start looking around. If I
mark the fish again, I see which way the
current is running and drift past the fish.
Then I use a track to come back around
and fish them.”

01 ANGLER

GET WISE WITH YOUR
WAYPOINTS

S M A R T O R G A N I Z AT I O N W I L L M A K E YO U A
B E T T E R B O AT E R
BY JIM HENDRICKS

My chart plotter contains nearly 1,200 waypoints — and
counting. These represent more than 35 years of on-water
experience. Many are treasured fishing spots. If these
waypoints were ever lost, I would be crushed, and I imagine many other boaters feel the same. That lends impetus

Wise waypoint management begins with how you organize
the data. I learned back in the days of loran-C and TD (time
delay) coordinates about the importance of naming waypoints. On those occasions in the early going, when I forgot to
assign a name, I’d struggle to recall the waypoint number for
a newly discovered hot spot. I took to jotting down the numbers and names on the helm panel in grease pencil to ensure
I’d remember.
It’s a little different in the age of GPS and chart plotters,
which are now often integrated into multifunction displays
(MFDs). You can scroll across the electronic chart to the area
where you were fishing and zoom in to find that particular
waypoint. Yet it’s still a good idea to assign names to your waypoints using the machine’s edit function. It makes the points
easier to recall and find compared with using the numbers
randomly assigned by your chart plotter. Refer to the owner’s
manual for your particular chart plotter to learn how to edit
waypoint names.
Take Notes
Most chart-plotter systems allow the addition of brief notes.
On Garmin’s GPSMap 7400/7600 series units, for instance, anglers can add or revise a comment about the waypoint. I use
this function as a reminder of key details, including the depth,
type of structure and/or bottom composition, the amount of relief to the structure, prevalent species, most productive tides
and more.
It requires a bit more time to add notes spontaneously, but
I like to complete this chore while the details are still fresh in my
mind. I also update the notes occasionally, especially when the
spot produces an unusual species or I glean something new
about the area designated by the waypoint.
Many systems offer a choice of symbols you can assign to a
waypoint to help you identify the type of spot when glancing at

the electronic chart. For example, on the Lowrance HDS Carbon
series MFDs, you can choose from among 70 symbols, including
ones related to fishing spots, such as rocks, wrecks and fish.
Some chart plotters let you color-code waypoint
symbols. I use this to separate fishing spots that historically
produce best.
Back Up!
In the early days of waypoint collection, I kept bearing books
and dutifully transcribed the TD coordinates. Today, my bearing books are tucked away, collecting more dust than spray,
thanks to electronic archival systems that allow for the easy
extraction, storage and retrieval of digital waypoint data. Back
up your waypoints about every two or three months, or whenever you find a hot batch of new spots. This ensures that new
waypoints won’t vaporize should your chart plotter melt down,
get stolen or meet untimely destruction.
With Raymarine models, you insert a compact flash memory
card in the card-reader slot of the unit and copy the waypoint
list to the card via menu selections. Put the card in a safe place
after you remove it. You can also copy the files to your home
computer to ensure a secondary backup.
Some chart plotters can wirelessly back up files. The Link app
for current Lowrance and Simrad MFDs, for example, can copy
waypoints, routes and tracks directly to a mobile device.
No-Trauma Transfer
Having a backup file simplifies the process of populating a new
chart plotter with your waypoints. In years gone by, you were
saddled with the tedious task of manually entering the latitude
and longitude and names in the new unit.
Today, however, you can electronically transfer the waypoint
data to the new plotter with the backup SD card or a wireless
app. You’re done within minutes.

VDANT85/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM
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to the need to meticulously archive such electronic data.

BOOST
YOUR CATCH
w/RezBoostTM Technology

Interested in getting the most out of your
own trusted transducer, or not sure you’re
ready for the expense of installing a new
CHIRP transducer? Furuno has a solution
that will get the very best performance from
your traditional narrowband transducer.
Our RezBoostTM Fish Finders deliver clearer
images than ever before, we’re talking up to
8x sharper. Whether it’s NavNet TZtouch2 or
the FCV588/FCV628 stand-alone Fish Finders,
RezBoostTM will boost your catch!

Get up to 8x sharper resolution, using a standard narrow
band transducer, to more clearly deﬁne ﬁsh targets.

Assess individual ﬁsh size and depth based on echo
strength for ﬁsh from 4 inches to over 6 feet.

Identify the sea ﬂoor composition from four types
(Rocks/Sand/Gravel/Mud).

www.FurunoUSA.com

J O Y S T I C K

P I L O T I N G

EFFORTLESS
BOATING
STARTS AT THE DOCK

The all-new Evinrude® iDock provides 360 degrees of docking confidence.
The intuitive system puts advanced aircraft gyroscope sensor technology
into the fingertips of boaters of all experience levels, allowing them to easily
maneuver their boat for easy docking in even the toughest conditions. The
system connects with the Evinrude E-TEC® G2® engines to simply and
seamlessly integrate with your boat package, and eliminates added costs
for additional external pumps or
installation. Because 100% of boaters
deserve 100% docking confidence.
*

$5,999

©2019 Bombardier Recreational Products Inc. (BRP).
All rights reserved. ®, TM and the BRP logo are trademarks of BRP or its affiliates.
*$5,999 MSRP is valid in the United States only at the time of publishing, and includes the
iDock joystick, module and required hoses. See authorized Evinrude dealer for details.

MSRP
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SAILOR
WIND WHISPERERS

B&G’S NEW SENSORS DELIVER EXTREME
ACCURACY IN THE WORST CONDITIONS

Sailing, in its most basic form, is the timeless art of capturing
and traveling on the breeze, but doing this eﬀiciently requires
well-trimmed sails and accurate and up-to-date knowledge about the wind’s direction and speed. With this in mind,

wind sensors speciﬁcally for cruising sailors and club-level
racers interested in taking their wind awareness to the
next level.
Both the WS310 and WS320 oﬀer new, aerodynamically improved bodies and upgraded internal componentry that
allows the instruments to share highly accurate information
with a networked chart plotter or NMEA 2000 data backbone. The WS310 constantly communicates via a hard-wired
connection, which also delivers its power, while the WS320
wirelessly transmits its data at a rate of ﬁve times per second and relies on a small masthead-mounted solar-panel
and power-management installation, which provides up to 18
days of high-quality data sans solar replenishment.

COURTESY B&G

B&G designed its new WS300 range of wired and wireless

02 SAILOR

TA LK (A ND DA

Contemporary long-range cellular
and Wi-Fi boosters can deliver private
voice and data communications beyond
the limited reach of a smartphone’s antenna without decimating your cruising
budget, provided, of course, that they
can access a third-party cellular or
Wi-Fi network. Here’s a look at some of
today’s options.
Buzz Wireless – The Hubba X4 Global —
a multiprotocol dual-SIM LTE data router
from Buzz Wireless — might interest international cruisers thanks to its ability to
operate on overseas LTE networks.
The Hubba X4 Global boasts a
frequency-agnostic
modem,
dual
slots for user-supplied SIM cards, IP67
weatherproof protection, and hardware
throughput limits of 300 megabits per
second (Mbps) for downloads and up

to 50 Mbps for uploads, but, cautions
Steve Smith, Buzz Wireless’ CEO, “the
device is only as good as the network to
which it’s connected.”
The Hubba X4 Global can access
cellular networks from up to 20
nautical miles oﬀshore, and it can
network with a vessel’s third-party
satellite-communications system to
govern the boat’s connectivity, prioritizing lower-cost LTE connections
whenever possible, and Buzz Wireless’
marina Wi-Fi kit enables the system to
access shore-based Wi-Fi hotspots.
Digital Yacht – UK-based Digital Yacht
splits its oﬀerings between cellular and
Wi-Fi solutions. On the Wi-Fi side, the
company’s WL60 and WL70 Wi-Fi booster
antennas allow networked PCs to access shore-based Wi-Fi hotspots from
over half a nautical mile away, while the
company’s high-end WL510 employs a
high-gain, omnidirectional antenna to deliver signal over a range of 4 to 6 nautical

miles to a PC or wireless router.
On the cellular side, Digital Yacht’s
4G Connect or 4G Connect Pro systems
connect with 2G/3G/4G (LTE) cellular networks and feature built-in Wi-Fi
routers that allow all onboard devices
to catch data ﬁxes. While both systems
feature unlocked SIMs, allowing users
to buy data from their preferred carriers,
the standard model includes a single
built-in multiple-input, multiple-output
(MIMO) antenna, and the Pro model features the built-in MIMO antenna as well
as dual 19-inch external antennas for
greater range and performance.
Inventica Technologies – As with the
other technologies discussed in this article, Inventica Technologies’ YachtSpot
routers allow users to connect to
shore-based cellular or Wi-Fi networks
(model depending); however, they include privacy- and speed-boosting
software. All three models — YachtSpot
WiFi (Wi-Fi-only), YachtSpot 4G+ WiFi

SIRISAKO/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

LONG-RANGE CELLULAR AND WI-FI BOOSTERS DELIVER CHEAP

TA) IS CHEAP

The dome-enclosed WebWatch WC-1
features a built-in Wi-Fi router and
Ethernet connectivity, allowing it to
network with up to 32 onboard PCs or
wireless devices. Users supply their own
3G or 4G data-only SIM cards, and they
can manage their connectivity via an
app- or browser-based user interface.
The WebWatch WC-1 can download
data at speeds up to 100 Mbps and
upload at up to 50 Mbps (network
depending), and it features a builtin ﬁrewall and virtual private network
(VPN) client for added online security.
Wave WiFi – Wave’s oﬀerings
include stand-alone cellular- and WiFi-only systems, combination cellular/
Wi-Fi receivers, broadband routers and
specialized antennas. The Rogue Wave
is a rail-mounted wireless bridge and
Ethernet converter with a built-in 22-inch
antenna that can share its 2.4 gigahertz
Wi-Fi signal over a hard-wired Ethernet
connection to a PC or wireless router.
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as” 100 Mbps down and 50 Mbps up
(network depending) on U.S. waters.
The TracPhone LTE-1 system consists of
a 6.25-pound dome housing a high-gain,
dual MIMO LTE-A antenna array; a cellular
modem; an 802.11n/g Wi-Fi router; and
a GPS receiver, as well as a belowdecks
power-over-Ethernet injector.
“The TracPhone LTE-1 is conﬁgured
to use dual cellular carriers and to
automatically switch between those
carriers to ensure signal coverage,”
says Shawn Bennett, KVH’s TracVision
product-line manager, who described
KVH’s future plans to stretch the
TracPhone LTE-1’s cellular connectivity
well beyond U.S. waters.
Shakespeare Marine – The WebWatch
WC-1 by Shakespeare Marine allows
users to tap onshore Wi-Fi as well as
3G and 4G cellular networks, and it can
automatically switch between connectivity sources to deliver optimum speed
and performance.
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(cellular- and Wi-Fi-enabled) and
YachtSpot Pro (global 4G and Wi-Fi)
— feature Inventica Technologies’ proprietary DNS Blaster software, which
quickens internet browsing speeds, and
its Safe Surf VPN, which encrypts all
Wi-Fi data.
YachtSpot users manage their onboard
networks with Inventica Technologies’
proprietary Internet Control Center software, and all models come bundled
with LTE-Ultra and HSPA+ data cards
that provide peak cellular-network
upload speeds of 50 Mbps and peak
download speeds of 100 Mbps; however,
real-world performance is dependent on
third-party networks.
KVH – Satellite-communications
provider KVH has swung an eye
toward cellular connectivity with its
TracPhone LTE-1, which can access
cellular networks using KVH-supplied
SIM cards from up to 20 nautical miles
oﬀshore and deliver speeds “as fast

BY DAVID SCHMIDT
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OUTFITTED FOR SEA

N AV I G AT I O N , S A F E T Y A N D
C O M M U N I C AT I O N S A L L G O H A N D I N H A N D
W H E N E Q U I P P I N G A S A I L B O AT A N D C R E W
WITH THESE EDITOR’S PICKS

Like most sailors, when I head oﬀ on an adventure, I do so
with an eye as much on the voyage itself as on the destination.
Questions go through my mind as I let go of the mooring pendant and hoist sail. What’s the best course? How will conditions
aﬀect my plans once underway? What’s the wind doing? Am I
getting the most from my sails, performance-wise? When will

Self-steering is essential on a
cruising sailboat if the crew is to
stay rested and have free hands
for other chores. At the helm, I’d
stick with B&G to take advantage
of the full power of the Zeus
plotters, and have a B&G TRITON2
autopilot display and control head
mounted close at hand. Down
below, I’d go with the B&G NAC-3
autopilot computer, Precision 9

Nearly anywhere you sail in the world, you’ll ﬁnd a cruisers net to
check in with. The ICOM IC-M802 single-sideband radio will not only
let you chat with other sailors near and far, you can couple it with a
Pactor modem and use it to send and receive email and download
weather GRIB ﬁles, all for free. Along with the Icom,
I’d install a GAM split lead SSB backstay antenna
and a KISS SSB ground plane. In addition
to the social benefits, an SSB radio
lets you broadcast emergency calls
far and wide.

Anyone headed oﬀshore will
want an EPIRB aboard to alert
search-and-rescue authorities
in the case of an emergency.
Often, though, help may be
close at hand, in which case
an AIS alert will bring in the
cavalry quicker by sending
a distress signal to nearby
mariners. The MCMURDO G8
AIS SMARTFIND CAT II EPIRB

compass, RF-25 rudder feedback
unit and a 24-volt T3 hydraulic
ram. One of the beneﬁts of
relying on a line of gear from one
manufacturer is that software
updates to all
the components
will be
developed in
step with one
another.

oﬀers the best of both
approaches to safety by
combining the two technologies in a single unit. Better
yet, the device is powered by
a 10-year battery. When activated, the G8 sends a coded
message on the 406 MHz
distress frequency and also
broadcasts an alert on VHF
emergency frequencies.

ILLUSTRATION: KAGAN MCLEOD
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B&G has long been the go-to navigation electronics for racing
navigators, but the company has tailored its oﬀerings for cruising
sailors too, with features such as SailSteer, which literally lets the
skipper see what the wind is doing and helps to make informed
decisions, such as where and when to tack to get to the next
waypoint in the least amount of time. At the helm, I’d have a B&G
ZEUS3 12-inch chart plotter; at the nav station,
a backup 16-inch Zeus plotter. The B&G system
comes with built-in Wi-Fi to connect with online
services and mobile devices, which also allows
for frequent updates to C-Map’s cartography.

we be there? If I have crew along, will they enjoy themselves?
These days, the answers are on a screen at the helm, on a
monitor at the nav station or on the smartphone in my pocket.
Here, then, is a look at how I’d outﬁt my striking and salty
new boat, whether I were daysailing here in New England home
waters or, with luck, farther aﬁeld.

THE EDITOR
Mark Pillsbury has
been the editor of
Cruising World magazine
for the past 13 years.

THE BOAT Hylas 48, a
center cockpit cruiser
designed by Bill Dixon and
built in China by Queen
Long Marine.

Perhaps no other tool has made
the watchstanders’ job easier
than the automatic identiﬁcation
system. AIS has all you need to
know about those ships that pass
in the night: name, course, speed,
Maritime Mobile Service Identity
number for easy hailing. Vesper
Marine has been a longtime
player in the AIS market and has
developed sophisticated ﬁlters to

quickly identify vessels that are
a threat, so you’ll deﬁnitely ﬁnd a
Vesper Marine WATCHMATE
VISION2 at my helm station. The
Vision2 features a touchscreen
display to quickly zoom in or
out and scroll
through the
control menu to
access key safety information.

Right up there with AIS for
watchkeeping is radar, and
the B&G HALO24 is loaded
with features a skipper will
quickly come to rely on. The
radar’s Doppler processing,
called VelocityTrack, quickly
identifies potential threats
and paints them red on the
screen. You are able to
monitor two ranges

For coastal
cruising and to
monitor local
weather radio
forecasts, I’d have a VHF radio from Standard Horizon
on board. The STANDARD
HORIZON QUANTUM GX6000 is
a feature-rich ﬁxed-mount radio
that has the added beneﬁt of
being a backup AIS receiver.

Routing and sail-performance
feedback relies on reliable data
about wind, boat speed, current
and more. Below the waterline,
I’d go with an AIRMAR DST
800 SENSOR, which measures
depth, temperature and speed,
all in one unit. For wind
speed, try a B&G 608
on the top of the
mast.

There are all sorts of reasons to include a FLIR SCOUT III 640
thermal monocular in your safety and navigation toolkit. The
camera senses minute diﬀerences in heat and displays them
as a viewable image that lets you quickly spot an overboard
crewmember or ﬁnd a critical channel buoy on even the darkest
night, in harsh glare or haze. Better yet, it’s portable, so you can take it with you and ﬁnd your
boat after a night ashore. The monocular has a
rugged, watertight casing. The Scout operates
with frame rates that let you observe targets
in motion or operate it from a moving boat.
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simultaneously and track
up to 10 specified targets at
each distance setting.

02 SAILOR

VERTICALLY STACKED

CHANGES IN THE CARTOGRAPHY LANDSCAPE
ARE POISED TO BENEFIT END USERS
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Altor announced it was merging C-Map with Navico’s other
brands. “This merger will allow us to bring innovative and exciting solutions to market at an accelerated pace, all of which will
greatly beneﬁt the consumer,” says Leif Ottosson, CEO of the
Navico Group. “We’re planning to introduce a number of new
features that we will make available to all C-Map OEMs.” π Like
Garmin, Navico has no plans to make C-Map charts (or features)
proprietary to its walled hardware garden. “C-Map will continue
to supply Navico competitors, such as Raymarine and Furuno,”
Ottosson says.



MARCH 2016
Jeppesen sold its marine
cartography business, C-Map, to
Digital Marine Solutions, which is
owned by Altor Equity Partners,
a private-equity ﬁrm that also
owns Navico (B&G, Lowrance
and Simrad). While this acquisition put C-Map in Altor’s portfolio,
C-Map and Navico were operated independently for the next
two-plus years.

OCTOBER 2017
Garmin acquired Navionics
with the intention of (eventually) blending Navionics’ data with
its proprietary BlueChart Mobile
cartography. While whispers of
chart-plotter wars freshened, the
Olathe, Kansas-based technology giant was transparent. “Garmin
intends to continue to fully support
Navionics charts for other brands,”
says Dave Dunn, Garmin’s director
of sales and marketing for marine.
“We have no intention of making
Navionics proprietary to Garmin,
and we intend to invest signiﬁcantly
in [the brand].”

COURTESY SIMRAD (CENTER), MRJPEG/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM (3)



Smart navigators have long known that their wayfinding
capabilities hang on the quality of their cartography, and while numerous companies produce electronic raster and vector charts, the two
biggest — C-Map and Navionics — were recently acquired by leading
hardware manufacturers, reshuﬀling the cartography landscape for
all navigators.
While the table stakes have likely been increased for marineelectronics manufacturers that don’t produce in-house cartography,
the forecast is positive for cruisers. “The changes we’re seeing in cartography are making it easier for us to provide innovative electronics
solutions along with trusted mapping systems to our customers,” says
Cristina Kochevar, West Marine’s electronics category manager. It will
be interesting to see what innovations unfurl and how these mergers
and acquisitions aﬀect the greater marine-electronics landscape.

AMERICA’S NUMBER ONE
FISHFINDING BRAND.

”I’ve used Lowrance gear my entire life,
wouldn’t have it any other way.“
Jordan Lee
2017/2018 BassMaster Classic World Champion
*Number 1 claim based on more professional anglers using Lowrance than all other brands combined.

NOW AVAILABLE ON

WWW.LOWRANCE.COM

Rediscover Radar
Our Safest Radar Yet

The new HALO24 packs proven Halo™ radar
performance into a compact 24-inch dome.

60 RPM rotation for an almost real-time view and with
instant availability from standby means HALO24 is our
safest dome radar yet.

Avoid collisions with VelocityTrack™ technology to
highlight approaching hazards, plus industry-leading

SIMRAD-YACHTING.COM
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B O AT
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SWIPE RIGHT

W H AT ’ S B E H I N D T H E F U S I O N A P O L L O R A 7 7 0 ’ S G L A S S
T O U C H S C R E E N ? A N E W S TA N D A R D I N M A R I N E A U D I O .
Fusion’s new Apollo series marine audio system is its latest and greatest,
a big leap forward from the brand’s previous generation of marine audio gear.
Start with the RA770’s glass, daylight-readable touchscreen display, which can

play or access the playlist, or to change the audio for whichever stereo
speaker set you choose. Network it to other source heads via PartyBus to
control the music throughout and listen to diﬀerent music in every area. It’s
a whole marine sound experience. The system also anticipates peak audio
signals and adjusts output to avoid distortion or speaker damage. Best of all,
Apollo can wirelessly connect to other displays, eliminating the complication
of pulling wires. The price of the RA770 is $649.99.

COURTESY FUSION ENTERTAINMENT

be mounted ﬂush in the dash for a no-proﬁle look. Tap the screen to pause,

OIL AND GAS PHOTOGRAPHER/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM
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03 BOATER

THREE LIFESAVERS

skipper who listened to NOAA weather before heading out or the captain
who used the VHF to ask a friend how
to best navigate a shallow and sinuous
channel. But the following three devices
are speciﬁcally designed as safety
devices. Each uses signal transmission,
and while you have to purchase them,
there is no service charge or subscription cost for use. Use these tips before
making your rescue-beacon purchase.
EPIRB: An emergency position indicating radio beacon (EPIRB) is a device
that sends an SOS via satellite. The coverage is global, and the coded message
sends the exact description of your boat
along with a location that is precise to
50 meters with GPS-enabled models.
An EPIRB is registered to a specific boat, and registration is free and
required by law. An EPIRB ﬂoats,
and some are also self-deploying when
used with a hydrostatic release bracket. They require no operator input to
power up, which is useful if you are unconscious. Many have a strobe light.
EPIRBs have an in-use minimum battery
life of 48 hours. No annual subscription or service charge is required. Cost
range: $400 to $800
PLB: Personal locator beacons (PLB)

2019

even in mundane use. Just ask the

operate globally on the Cospas-Sarsat
and GOES satellite constellations,
like an EPIRB, and the signal is received
by the same search and rescue agencies. Likewise, PLBs oﬀer strobe lights
and GPS to further assist rescuers.
But unlike an EPIRB, a PLB does not
ﬂoat, though ﬂoating collars and cases
may be available. A PLB is also not automatic. Instead, a PLB needs to be turned
on by the user and must be held (or
clipped or pinned) in such a way that its
antenna faces the sky. No annual subscription or service charge is required.
Cost range: $230 to $400
Personal AIS Beacons (PAB):
Approved for use since 2012, PABs, if
used with an inﬂatable life jacket, will automatically turn on if you go overboard.
A PAB can also be manually activated.
Working oﬀ the AIS and DSC VHF radio
services, the transmitted emergency
signal sends a man-overboard status
alert and position alerts eight times
per minute to all AIS-enabled vessels
within about 5 miles — including your
own boat. The integrated GPS ensures
precise location. A PAB will call a single MMSI number every ﬁve minutes
and one programmed group call. It may
include a strobe light.
Unlike a PLB or EPIRB, a PAB does not
provide worldwide signal coverage, nor
will its battery last for 48 hours like that
of an EPIRB. Some boats with older electronics may not receive a PAB’s signal.
Cost: $280

MARINE ELECTRONICS AND TECHNOLOGY BUYER’S GUIDE
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BEFORE MAKING A PURCHASE, READ THIS
RESCUE-BEACON BUYER’S BREAKDOWN

03 BOATER

GOT DOPPLER?

Radar proves a most useful tool for
many boaters. It allows a watchful captain to note the presence and location
of other boats, landmarks, navaids and
dangers in the dark, through fog or rain
and at a greater distance than can be
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observed by the naked eye, or even with
binoculars. Radar can also be used
to determine the distance to an object or shoreline, can warn of a boat
or object getting too close to your location and, by showing the speed and
course of another vessel, can show
whether your boat and another are on
a collision course. In challenging navigation situations, radar often reduces
the most stress while providing me the
most awareness.
Since its invention during World War II,
radar continues to evolve, providing ever
greater ease of use and utility. The latest generation, Doppler radar, harnesses
technology to deliver color-coded target
warning and tracking that the skippers
of yore would have traded their epaulets
and captain’s hats for.
Doppler radar utilizes the Doppler
effect, or Doppler shift, to more accurately measure the speed and direction
of targets displayed on the screen at
your helm than conventional radar. The
Doppler effect, as some will recall from

high school physics, describes the way
the frequency and length of waves produced by a source seems to change
whether it’s moving toward or away
from you. The classic example is a police siren approaching: The siren’s output
(frequency and volume) is constant,
yet as the siren approaches, it sounds

“

IN CHALLENGING
N AV I G AT I O N A L
S I T U AT I O N S , R A D A R
OFTEN REDUCES
THE MOST STRESS
WHILE PROVIDING
ME THE MOST
AWARENESS.

”

louder and the frequency seems to
increase. It sounds loudest and seems
to have the greatest frequency (woowoos) at the point of closest approach.
Finally, volume and frequency diminish as
it passes and heads away. The Doppler
shift allows the observer to have a good
idea of the siren’s speed and direction
even if the observer were blindfolded.
Radar without Doppler works. It
shows target location and direction by

DID YOU KNOW: RADAR IS AN ACRONYM FOR
“RADIO DETECTION AND RANGING”

measuring changes in the time it takes for
a pulse to be reflected off the target and
be received by the antenna. Targets appear to move across the display screen in
little hops, or might not seem to move at
all, depending upon their motion and your
boat’s motion relative to the target. At long
ranges and/or slow speeds, this might not
create an issue. But in a crowded, fogbound harbor, it requires the skipper to
make judgment calls based on other factors, such as local knowledge, weather,
current and more.
By processing changes in the target’s
velocity, along with using conventional reflectivity, Doppler processing, as
is found in Furuno’s model DRS6ANXT radar, color codes those targets
that are moving toward your boat —
painting them red, for example, while
nonthreatening targets are green.
The biggest advantage of Doppler radar
might be its ability to isolate targets that
pose a collision threat. Once a target no
longer poses a threat, its color changes
back to green.
This does not obviate the need to
use judgment and apply seamanship in
low-visibility traffic. What it does is provide greater situational awareness,
eliminating moments of educated guesswork. Of course, there will generally be
more than one target to watch, and they
will likely be moving in different directions,
and at different speeds. The benefit of
Doppler radar, therefore, is exponential.

MIKE_SHOTS/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

A S A F E R , E A S I E R , L E S S S T R E S S F U L L I F E O N T H E WAT E R W I T H T H I S
W E L L- E S TA B L I S H E D B U T E V E R - E V O LV I N G R A D A R
BY K E V I N FA LV E Y
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03 BOATER

PROTECT AND SIMPLIFY
WITH A SLANT TOWARD REDUNDANT
S A F E T Y, O U R E D I T O R ’ S D R E A M S U I T E
OF ELECTRONICS ALSO FOCUSES ON
U S E R - F R I E N D LY C O N V E N I E N C E

In choosing the devices to populate my dream suite of
electronics, I was guided by several principles. Redundancy
ranks high for me. That’s because in much of the boating I do,
both personally and for my job at Boating, the nearest land is
straight down — hence choices such as a handheld VHF radio,
a separate dedicated depth finder with its own transducer,

My dream suite includes the
RAYMARINE AXIOM UAV for any
number of reasons. I can send
it ahead and look for a spot in a
tight anchorage. I can use it to
ﬁnd a school of ﬁsh if angling is
on the day’s agenda. And I can
use the drone to capture spectacular images of my cruising
adventures, which I can share
with my crew aboard, and with
my wider audience of family

and friends on social media.
The UAV’s position and status is
shown on the chart plotter, and
I can see what its camera sees
right on my Axiom touchscreen
MFD as well.

The Doppler eﬀect is used by meteorological radar
to track moving targets such as thunderstorms
with utmost accuracy. That same technology is
harnessed to help track moving boats and ships to
avoid collisions, ﬁnd ﬂocks of birds for ﬁshing and track thunderstorms for enhanced safety. The GARMIN GMR FANTOM 24 provides
near instant detection of any targets moving toward or away from
the radar. MotionScope highlights the moving targets in diﬀerent
colors on the radar display so you can navigate around other boats
or severe weather, or toward navigation aids or even ﬁshing spots
where birds are congregating and feeding at the surface .

It needs to be stated that Airmar
makes many of the transducers
that other equipment makers
put their label on. The transducer
maker’s 1 kW models, such as
the AIRMAR M265LH CHIRP,
deliver superior performance
to the lower power output —
typically between 100 and 300
watts — of standard-equipment
transducers. It comes in a

housing that adjusts for the
deadrise angle of the hull; it is a
shoot-through transducer and
so mounted inside the hull. There
may be some slight
performance loss compared to a through-hull
transducer, though a
unit like this one won’t
interfere with props or
trailer rollers.

ILLUSTRATION: KAGAN MCLEOD
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So much more than just night vision, thermal-imaging
cameras, such as the RAYMARINE T400, ease the
stress of navigation and enhance boating safety
whether it’s day or night, the seas are roiling, or the
air is thick with fog. They detect flotsam in the water
by the heat signature that my naked eyes would miss
in all of the aforementioned scenarios. The video
tracking feature automatically follows targets. Radar
integration, which can be achieved at various levels, allows me to
select an AIS or MARPA target on my touchscreen MFD and slew
the FLIR camera to the target’s location.

pairs of MFDs at each helm station, and a monocular nightvision scope. Ease of use and aging eyes drove me to choose
large displays with touchscreen functionality. But other choices, such as the UAV — aka drone — were made for enjoyment’s
sake. After all, enjoyment is the underlying reason for boating
in the first place.

THE EDITOR Kevin Falvey
not only resides at the
helm of Boating, he’s tested
more — and more different
types — of boats than just
about anyone alive.

THE BOAT Beneteau’s Swift
Trawler 35, with its flying bridge, main deck and
belowdecks accommodations, evinces all that many
seek in a cruising boat.

Because I boat all the world
over, my personal boat is often
left untended. With NAUTIC-ON
installed, I can check on breakaway, regardless of what time
zone I’m in. Nautic-ON is a series
of sensors that monitor things
like battery voltage and the
number of times the bilge pump
goes on. It even tells me the
boat’s current location — right on
my smartphone — so I know it’s

safe in its slip when I hear from
half a continent away about a
storm raging back home. Primary
sensors monitor batteries, bilge
pumps and the boat’s location.
Starting at $600 for the NMEA
2000 hub and basic sensors, plus
a $149-per-year subscription.

If a ﬁre starts in the engine
room, I’d like to know while it’s
just a wisp of smoke instead
of after it turns into a fuel-fed
conﬂagration. Less critically,
with a “cockpit cam,” I can see
what might otherwise be a blind
spot while docking. Just for fun,
I can see who’s raiding the galley fridge while I’m topside, and
while I’m making a sandwich,

A handheld VHF radio is indispensable, and I cannot remember the last time my boat left the dock without one aboard.
For one thing, it provides backup to the main VHF for safety.
But it’s also invaluable when someone takes the dinghy out,
or is on the bow handling the anchor windlass and we don’t
want to yell to each other over the wind. The ICOM M93D
makes a great choice because it ﬂoats, plus it’s waterproof
to the IPX7 standard — the best there is. It’s also slim and
puts out 5 watts of power while oﬀering a large, easy-toread display. Heck, even its GPS functions provide safety,
but also allows the radio to serve as a backup navigator.

I can feed the signal to the salon
TV and keep tabs on my buddy
at the helm. A plug-and-play
camera like the RAYMARINE CAM
50 oﬀers ﬂexible mounting options. Because
of its aﬀordability ($199),
I wont hesitate
to install these
in bunches.
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Let’s face it, many of us boaters have
long since aged past the time where a
6- or 9-inch screen allows for at-a-glance
intelligibility. That said, I want the biggest
multifunction display that will ﬁt at both
the ﬂying bridge and lower helms. I want
them in pairs at each station, for redundancy, so I can show all nav
functions and operate and monitor ship’s systems all at once. Cue
the RAYMARINE AXIOM 22 XL, the 24-inch smart touchscreen MFD.
The HDMI output allows me to pipe the screen from the helm to the
big-screen TV in the salon or in one of the staterooms, where I can
control it with the free app on my mobile device.

03 BOATER

DARK THOUGHTS

purposes, advantages and limitations.

spotting landmarks and navaids, as well
as following a coastline and revealing
harbor entrances. Thermal imaging is best
suited for identifying objects and distinguishing among objects such as buoys,
bridge abutments, docks, protruding
rocks and vessels.

Radar detects and displays echoes
of any object, be it land, navaid or boat.
Thermal imaging is more like turning a
light switch on to reveal a more recognizable, lifelike picture of any physical object.
Typically, radar can reach out from
24 to 64 miles and beyond. Thermalimaging cameras offer a range of about a
quarter-mile. Yet, some models with zoom
ability extend the view out to 3 miles
or more.
Thermal imaging, on the other hand,
concentrates its view and focus in a single direction of interest at any given time.
Radar gives you a 360-degree picture of
all objects around your boat.
Radar is best for collision avoidance and navigation. It is great for

Types of Cameras A thermal-imaging
camera can either be fix-mounted or
handheld and portable. Most fixed-mount
cameras can pan to port or starboard,
and some offer the ability to tilt the angle of vision up or down. Some higher-end
thermal-imaging cameras feature stabilization to steady the image in rough seas,
while others can be made to track and
follow a selected moving target.
Thermal imaging and radar can be
viewed on dedicated monitors or on a
boat’s main multifunction displays. Some
MFDs that feature built-in Wi-Fi offer the
added advantage of reproducing radar
or thermal imaging pictures wirelessly
(with use of a free app) on the screen of a
computer, tablet or smartphone.

Are thermal cameras, such as those
made by FLIR Systems, better than marine radar? In general, the answer is
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no, because both systems have their
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BY KEN ENGLERT

I MAG I N G TEC HN O LO G IE S : T WO TO
In today’s market, recreational boaters and anglers can
select from two types of night-vision technologies: amplified
low light and thermal imaging. Amplified low-light, nightvision cameras illuminate images in near darkness by
enhancing faint background light, including star light, many
hundreds of times to produce recognizable pictures. A
recently introduced example of this is the SiOnyx Aurora
handheld night-vision camera.
Thermal-imaging cameras, such as those from FLIR and
Iris, produce pictures by showing slight differences in heat
levels between objects. Even the heat caused by the friction

Radar can measure the range and
bearing of a moving target, such as another boat, and track its movement to
help predict whether it will be a collision
threat. When the radar is interfaced with
GPS and an accurate heading sensor,
the radar picture can be superimposed
or overlaid on your chart-plotter screen,
creating a real-time navigational map.
Auto Alerts With radar, an invisible guard
zone can be placed around your boat at
a chosen distance, triggering an audible alarm should any object enter this
safety-alert zone. But that’s no longer a
function unique to radar.
Recent developments in FLIR and
Raymarine thermal-imaging systems
somewhat duplicate the guard-zone
feature. The ClearCruise function (available on Raymarine Axiom-series MFDs
when networked with select models of
FLIR cameras) creates audible and visual alerts when boats, buoys and other
obstacles appear in the camera’s field
of view.

CH OOS E

F ROM

of a boat’s hull as it moves through the water can make a
boat’s wake become visible.
Thermal cameras prove invaluable in man-overboard
situations. The body heat of an individual in the water can be
instantly detected. However, thermal cameras are ineffective if pointed toward glass or clear-vinyl windshields, which
serve as heat barriers.
Both amplified-light and thermal-imaging cameras range
from several hundred to several thousand dollars, depending on picture resolution and detail, viewing range, angle of
vision, zoom ability, and advanced functions and features.

BRYAN SODERLIND

ARE NIGHT CAMERAS BETTER THAN RADAR?

AUDIO INPUT

T H E E D I TO R O F WA K E B O A R D I N G S O U N D S O F F O N O N -T H E -WAT E R E N T E R TA I N M E N T

ger? With little scientific data to back
us up, we’d still argue that nothing
complements a good day on the water like a quality sound system pumping out some of your favorite tunes.
There are a few factors to keep in mind
when going about an audio upgrade, and
they all have to do with the size of:
Your Boat Always keep balance in mind.
Balance the number of speakers, style

Your Budget While the “you pay for what
you get” mantra applies to marine audio,
the question is, does it apply to you? If
you don’t think your ears can tell the
difference in audio quality between topof-the-line speakers and midtier speakers,
do you need them?
If you’re working on a limited budget,

B UY ER’ S

The Sound That is, how big do you want
to go versus how big do you need to go
or should you go? If you are an audiophile
who wants great acoustics all the time
— whether you’re full-throttle in the open
water or at anchor in a secluded cove
— then plan on investing more in midrange
speakers and subwoofers to produce what
you’re looking for. JL Audio’s M series, with
separate dome tweeters, is a great option
that delivers consistent, high-quality audio
— even at high volumes. —Garrett Cortese

B RE AK D OWN

Head Units A good head unit should be easy to read and
operate. Confusing menus or counterintuitive buttons can
make piloting a boat dangerous.
If you peck at your smartphone like a chicken pecks at
feed, then maybe an all-touchscreen option isn’t for you.
Consider a unit that uses a knob, like the Fusion Apollo series.
Also, look for multiple connectivity options, such as Apple
AirPlay and Wi-Fi (better audio quality than Bluetooth).
Speakers Cover all your bases: lows, mids and highs. Too
much lows and you drown out everything else, but no lows
(subwoofers) at all sounds incomplete.
Speakers in a flybridge or on a tower require different
components than in-cabin speakers. They can also require
more power.

Don’t overlook accessories. Tower speakers like JL Audio’s
ETX series offer accessories such as LED down-lighting, adding
a new look and ambiance to your boat, but convenience too.
Amps It is better to have too much power instead of too
little. Nothing is worse than paying money to upgrade a sound
system only to have it underperform, or even worse, get
damaged due to a lack of proper power.
Check your speakers’ recommended amplifier power
(RMS), and shoot to have your amp cover at least the midway
mark as a starting point.
Amps can get hot, especially when under power for long
periods of time. Be sure your installation area has proper ventilation, or that you’re installing amps that run cooler,
such as the JL M series or Fusion AM six-channel.
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just makes you smile that much big-

consider tackling an audio upgrade in
chunks. Start with the speakers, and
upgrade the head unit down the road.
Speakers are more important because
they are broadcasting the sound (the
head unit just tells them what to play).

2019

boat and listening to good music that

of speakers and spacing of speakers
to keep audio sounding clear and natural. Audio balance can also be achieved
through zone control. If you want to lower the volume in one area and turn it up in
another, you’ll need a system with zone
control. Check out the review on Fusion’s
Apollo RA770 to see what a modern head
unit with all the bells and whistles (and
four zone capabilities) can do.
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What is it about being out on your

Our Driving Force Is Audio
More than 25 million vehicles on the road today are equipped with HARMAN premium
audio systems and connected technologies, covering 35% of the world’s cars. If you want
that same performance in your boat, Infinity by Harman Kappa is your answer. Detail,
exquisite build quality, and beauty on the water. Infinity means endless….we like to think of
it as a boating journey that you don’t want to end, a destination on the water for your heart,
soul, and mind.

What’s your Infinity?

New for 2019

Above. INF8130MAM marine white 8” three way speaker with builtin perimeter RGB ring and center mount RGB lighting. 500 watts.
This unique speaker gives you the flexibility to remove the 3 ½” mid
tweeter from the 8” body and install at a higher location on your
boat, working perfectly with the science of sound.

www.prospecelectronics.com
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O F F S H O R E S M S D E L I V E R S N E X T- G E N E R AT I O N
V H F CA PA B I L I T I E S

Uniden’s new handheld radio is ushering in a bold new era of
VHF communications with its new 6-watt IPX8-rated handheld,
which delivers traditional voice communications, a full Class D dig-

SMS messages over VHF frequencies.
To operate, users enter their nine-digit Maritime Marine Service
Identity number and DSC contact list into their radio, and then — with
their wireless device (Android- or iOS-compatible) running Uniden’s
Marine app and tethered to the VHF via Bluetooth — they can address and compose private text messages on their wireless devices
and send them, via the MHS335BT, to the addressee’s compatible VHF
(and his or her wireless device).
While this is especially useful for discreetly advising friends where
to soak their hooks sans a blanket announcement, SMS-over-VHF
communications are limited to line-of-sight ranges (read: satellites not
included), just like VHF voice communications.

COURTESY UNIDEN

ital selective calling safety net and the ability to send and receive

04 YACHTSMAN

TOMORROW’S NETWORK

N M E A’ S N E W O N E N E T P R O T O C O L W I L L D E L I V E R S I G N I F I C A N T LY B E T T E R S P E E D S A N D
NETWORK SECURITY
BY DAVID SCHMIDT

celebrations, but I’m fairly certain that the broker who sold my
dad his modified J/44 in December 2001 still remembers his
wire cutters. After handing over a memorable check, my dad
calmly pulled said tool from his back pocket, opened the new-
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to-him electrical panel and began cutting. The broker stared in
disbelief before politely asking if everything was all right. My
dad, an engineer and physicist with an IT background, explained
that he was making room for new equipment and a (then)
state-of-the-art NMEA 0183 data backbone, which would
allow us to share networked information with our PC-based
navigation software.
This system proved rock-solid, but its late-1990s architecture
didn’t anticipate wireless devices, ubiquitous connectivity or the
internet of things. Fortunately, the National Marine Electronics
Association’s (NMEA) soon-to-be-published OneNet protocol addresses these shortcomings while also safeguarding
early adopters from technology’s ever-steepening development curve. While OneNet won’t replace NMEA 0183 or N2K
networks when it comes to sharing real-time navigation data
or control (e.g., engine shifting or throttle control), OneNet
employs Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) architecture, which
delivers significantly better network security, greater bandwidth, exponentially faster data-transfer speeds, seamless
N2K connectivity, and the ability to easily discover, add and
automatically configure new equipment.
Some history: In 2010, a group of forward-leaning
marine-electronics brands asked NMEA to establish a standardized protocol for transmitting and receiving NMEA 2000
messages over Ethernet via IEEE 802.3 standards. While individual manufacturers had already been networking multifunction
displays (MFDs) with radar using Ethernet, customers had to
stay within a particular brand’s product catalog (think Apple)
to ensure compatibility. According to Steve Spitzer, NMEA’s
director of standards, the soon-to-be published OneNet standard will live in parallel with NMEA 0183 or N2K backbones and
will employ the same NMEA network message database as
N2K. This later bit is critical because it allows OneNet to share

information with other networked instruments or devices in a
nonproprietary, common format that supports interoperability
and enhances vessel safety.
“I can’t overemphasize OneNet’s security,” Spitzer says.
“It’s not personal data but [the boat’s] actual navigation
and operations that could be hacked.” OneNet prevents this
from happening by carefully firewalling the network using a
discovery-cum-handshake process that — in layman’s terms —
is similar to a smartphone pairing with a new Bluetooth-enabled
speaker. “OneNet owners can secure the network so that nothing [but NMEA-certified devices] can get on, or they can open it
up to a non-NMEA-certified device,” Spitzer says.
Once installed, the yacht’s owner (or IT administrator) has
final say over all devices or software that join the vessel’s
network. “For commodity devices such as smartphones or

“

ONENET DELIVERS 5G
D ATA-T R A N S F E R S P E E D S O F
100 MEGABITS PER SECOND
TO 10 GIGABITS PER SECOND,
4 0 , 0 0 0 T I M E S FA S T E R T H A N
N 2 K ’ S D ATA-T R A N S F E R S P E E D .

”

tablets, we don’t expect the iPad to be OneNet-certified, but
the application that it’s running needs to be certified,” Spitzer
says. As an additional security measure, all outgoing OneNet
messages are encrypted before being shared; once received,
other networked devices authenticate the message before
unencrypting and using its contents.
Additionally, OneNet delivers 5G data-transfer speeds of
100 megabits per second to 10 gigabits per second, which is up
to 40,000 times faster than N2K’s data-transfer speed of just 250
kilobits per second. Better still, OneNet supplies up to 25.5 watts
of power over Ethernet to all connected instruments and can

DAVOODA/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

Yacht brokers see all sorts of interesting post-signing
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“

AT T H E T I M E O F T H I S W R I T I N G ,
ONENET WAS UNDERGOING ITS
F I N A L T E S T S , S O N O YA C H T S
A R E C U R R E N T LY
O N E N E T- E Q U I P P E D . B U T T H AT
WILL SOON CHANGE.

DON’T ROCK THE BOAT
INSIDE SEAKEEPER’S GYROSCOPE
TECHNOLOGY

There are two kinds of boaters: those who suﬀer from
mal de mer, and those whose gills never turn green. Call
yourself blessed if you’re in the latter camp, but remember that plenty of your friends and family aren’t so lucky.
Fortunately, Seakeeper’s innovative computer-controlled
gyroscope systems are designed to eliminate (roughly) 95 percent of vessel roll aboard yachts ranging from
modest 27-footers to 85-plus-foot yachts clocking in at up
to 100 tons, with larger vessels requiring larger systems.
Seakeeper units feature vacuum-sealed capsules
containing ﬂywheels capable of hitting speeds of up to
557 mph (or a maximum of 9,700 rpm), which are actively
controlled by two hydraulic cylinders that instantly react to
vessel movement at all speeds and sea states, dramatically
cutting vessel roll while bolstering performance and onboard comfort. The capsules’ sealed, minimal-air-friction
design allows the ﬂywheels to spin about three times faster
— at half the power draw — than ﬂywheels fitted inside
non-vacuum-sealed capsules, and this design also protects
the system’s internals from the marine environment and enables Seakeeper systems to use significantly lighter-weight
ﬂywheels. And while all this spinning produces a lot of heat,
Seakeeper’s cooling systems eﬀectively counter this using
glycol and seawater.

COURTESY SEAKEEPER
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support a virtually unlimited number of instruments, MFDs and
wireless devices. By comparison, N2K supports 52 devices.
OneNet’s most forward-leaning attribute is its IPv6
architecture, which NMEA adopted in 2013 at Cisco Systems’
behest. “There are no more IPv4 addresses available for
North America,” Spitzer says. “Does a boat need endless
IP addresses? No. But it’s the connectivity that we wanted.”
Additionally, OneNet is designed to evolve as fiber-optic cables
and next-generation connectors become available, and as new
Ethernet-based applications evolve.
For hardware, owners will need to install at least one
Ethernet switch that supports the OneNet network services
and OneNet-certified devices, the latter of which Spitzer hopes
will be available by 2020. Here, however, it’s important to remember that there’s often latency from the time a protocol is
published until it reaches maturity. For example, N2K was published in 2001 but only transitioned out of its early-adopter
stage in 2017. “Even when OneNet is published, there will be
some development cycle,” Spitzer says. “It might be faster than
N2K because Ethernet is more ubiquitous. … I hope there are a
lot of manufacturers who are learning to deploy IPv6.”
NMEA’s OneNet was undergoing its final tests at the time of
this writing, so no yachts are currently OneNet-equipped and no
OneNet-certified aftermarket devices are available. However,
Spitzer hopes that this will soon change. “[OneNet’s adoption]
will start with people who want the latest and greatest,” Spitzer
explains. “I suspect the retrofit market will be the first market,
then new builds.”
In addition to onboard speed and security, OneNet will eventually
allow boaters to access the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency’s Ocean of Things. This project will deploy myriad sensor-equipped ﬂoats that will autonomously gather and share
weather and environmental metrics. “Ocean of Things has more
potential for mariners than the internet of things,” Spitzer says.
“And the only way to access [it] is via IPv6, which is OneNet.”
In the meantime, however, OneNet can already interact with
other connected devices. “A cruiser could turn the lights on and
oﬀ at his home while he’s in Barbados on his boat, and he could
look at his [at-home] security cameras, all through his boat’s satellite communications system,” Spitzer says, noting that OneNet
is agnostic about its connectivity and can access the internet
using cellular, Wi-Fi or satellite-communications signals.
So if you’re contemplating a new-build project or refitting
your dream ride, OneNet could be a wise investment.

Lit.

Introducing the all-new M6 Marine Speakers & Subwoofer Drivers
with optional RGB LED Lighting

© 2018 JL AUDIO, Inc. For more information on our complete line of products, please visit your local authorized dealer or www.jlaudio.com.

04 YACHTSMAN

FIRST LOOK

E YES ALOFT

While hiring a professional photographer to lean out of a helicopter is
the best way to digitally document
your boating adventures, it’s expensive
and involves significant complication.
To simplify this situation, Raymarine’s
latest update to its Lighthouse operating system (version 3.6) gives users
the ability to fly compatible unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs), including DJI’s
Mavic-series drones, and also control
the UAV’s video and photo feeds, via a
compatible Raymarine multifunction
display (MFD).
To operate, users hard-wire their DJI
controller to their MFD via a USB cable
to establish two-way wireless communication between the MFD and the UAV.

“Axiom’s Android platform makes this
easy,” says Jim McGowan, Raymarine
America’s marketing manager. “We realized we could bring some automation
into the process, which lets [the MFD]
take workload oﬀ the pilot.”
While most terrestrially operated
drones
can
automatically
return
“home,” this has historically been a
sometimes-tricky manual process on
board yachts because home has a
tendency to pitch, roll and yaw. “The
[MFD] constantly sends its location information to the drone, which
does the same,” McGowan says, adding that Lighthouse 3.6 automatically
plots the drone’s location onscreen and
presents its critical navigation data

(altitude, speed and distance), while also
displaying its real-time camera feed.
Controlling a UAV from an MFD might
sound more frivolous than functional, but
practical applications apply. “If you put a
UAV up 50 feet, it gives you a line of sight
that’s way better than the upper deck,”
McGowan says, adding that this is a good
way to reconnoiter approaches through
sandbars, reefs or coral heads. “You can
also scope for fish by adding a polarized
filter to the camera.”
Additionally, Lighthouse version 3.6
delivers Raymarine’s proprietary GPS
Trail feature, which enables the yacht’s
GPS data to be integrated with its compatible Raymarine sonar to render highly
accurate under-keel imagery.

OLEKSIY MARK/SHUTTERSTOCK
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R AY M A R I N E ’ S L AT E S T L I G H T H O U S E O P E R AT I N G S Y S T E M A N D A X I O M M F D S D E L I V E R
A D VA N C E D C A P A B I L I T I E S . F LY I N G L E S S O N S N O T I N C L U D E D

STRESS RELIEVER

V O LV O P E N TA’ S S E L F - D O C K I N G T E C H N O L O G Y W I L L M A K E
D O C K I N G E A S I E R F O R P R O P E R LY E Q U I P P E D YA C H T S

The bigger the yacht, the harder — and
more consequential — the delicate art of
docking becomes. Fortunately for owners of
yachts fitted with Volvo Penta’s Inboard Performance System and proprietary Joystick

“

V O LV O P E N TA U N V E I L E D T H I S
TECHNOLOGY IN JUNE 2018 IN
S W E D E N B Y P E R F E C T LY S L O TT I N G A 6 8 - F O O T P O W E R YA C H T
S T E R N -T O B E T W E E N T W O
D O C K E D R A C E B O AT S .

”

2019

just in case, and Volvo Penta might add additional onboard
obstacle-avoiding sensors when the system reaches its
production stage.
Volvo Penta plans to initially market the technology to private owners before developing it for marinas, so stay tuned.

MARINE ELECTRONICS AND TECHNOLOGY BUYER’S GUIDE

equipment, the Sweden-based company’s
new self-docking technology, which it anticipates releasing as a hardware and software
upgrade sometime in 2020, should ease this
sometimes-vexing task.
Volvo Penta unveiled this impressive
technology in June 2018 at the Gothenburg,
Sweden, stopover of the 2017/2018 Volvo
Ocean Race by perfectly slotting a 68-foot
poweryacht stern-to between two of the
docked race boats.
Once available, this cutting-edge system,
which operates as a networked function
within a yacht’s Electronic Vessel Control system, will involve
at least one onboard sensor and four shore-mounted sensors. “The hardest part has been finding the right technology
to define the docking space,” says Anders Thorin, Volvo Penta’s
marine electronics manager, explaining that the yacht needs to
know its precise location and the awaiting berth’s exact position and shape.
While there’s plenty of complicated under-the-hood
math transpiring, the self-parking system uses a fairly straightforward three-phase process. “As the boat nears
its berth, the system recognizes that it has entered a ‘catch
zone’ and [notifies] the captain that it’s ready to dock,” Thorin
explains. “Once the captain has activated the self-docking
function, the boat — aided by GPS — [is] automatically moved
into a docking-ready position. Once the captain has initiated
the final stage, the system uses a combination of GPS and [its
self-docking] sensors to automatically [dock] the boat.”
In all cases, an attentive operator is required at the helm,
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Driving and Dynamic Positioning System
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TECH FORWARD AND AFT

Top seafaring technology used to be a sextant, a star and
some math. Today, there’s high-definition radar, chirp sonar,
night vision, satellite communications and more, all making for a
safer and more enjoyable on-the-water experience.
Have you ever thought about the level of technology that
lives at the helm of a yacht? It’s kind of amazing. All specified to

GARMIN’S GTV5, powered by KVH, has a hardtop-friendly 18-inch,
25-pound antenna, providing global coverage so you’ll always get
the big game. The antenna supports an array of North American satellite TV providers, including Ku-band services such as DirectTV U.S.,
Dish Network and Bell TV. And if you’re traveling abroad, the GTV5
supports Sky Italia, Sky Mexico and Sky U.K. This system can be
controlled via smartphone, tablet or computer. The company reports
30 percent greater reception with the GTV5 antenna
when compared to many other 18-inch domes. The
Garmin GTV5 is also HD-compatible. A low-elevation
angle should help reception in northern latitudes too.

ACR’S GLOBALFIX IPRO 406 MHz
EPIRB is something you’ll hope to
never use, but it’s mission-critical
gear for yachtsmen, especially
for those voyaging to far-ﬂung
waypoints. The ACR Ipro works
anywhere in the world, and
has a built-in GPS antenna and
an NMEA GPS interface. The
unit is built for the rigors of the
saltwater environment with

a UV-resistant, high-impact
polymer. It has six-year lithium
battery, providing a reported
minimum operating time of
48 hours when activated. Typical
operating time is said
to be 65 hours. It’s also
waterproof to a depth of
33 feet and can be ﬁtted
with a manual or automatic release bracket.

GARMIN’S INREACH MINI could come in handy when
heading out on the tender or when used as a backup unit
on board the big boat. The handheld measures 4 inches
tall by 2 inches wide, and weighs just 3.5 ounces. The Mini
is powered by a lithium-ion battery, providing 90 hours
of life with 10-minute tracking intervals. In power-save
mode at 30-minute tracking, battery life stretches to 24 days. With
a satellite subscription plan (monthly or annual plans available), the
handheld provides users two-way text messaging and the ability to
send an SOS. Users can also message between compatible Garmin
devices. Weather forecasting service is optional too.

FUSION’S APOLLO RA770 has
a touchscreen interface, Wi-Fi
and, well, it plays music. Users
with an Apple device can stream
tunes with Apple Airplay. In
addition, users can pipe in their
music via Bluetooth, SiriusXM,
AM/FM and more. The
RA770’s LCD touchscreen measures
4.3 inches, and in

a world inundated by smartphones, the user experience
should feel intuitive. The RA770’s
software can be updated via the
free Fusion-Link app. Users can
also create up to four separate
music zones on board, including
settings like volume.
The Apollo RA770’s front
panel is built to an IP7
water-resistance rating.

ILLUSTRATION: KAGAN MCLEOD
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F R O M M U LT I F U N C T I O N D I S P L A Y S T O
LIFE-SAVING DEVICES AND WEARABLE
T E C H TO AT- S E A T U N E S , O U R E D I TO R ’ S
M OTO RYAC H T I S S C I - F I R E A L I Z E D

address a specific need or a set of needs.
In a world where our watches can make video calls, our smartphones talk to us and our cars can stop on their own, we’re
accustomed to a high-tech lifestyle, and modern helms reﬂect that.
While space here limits the full gadgetry gamut, here’s a few
items to trick out a yacht’s helm.

THE EDITOR Patrick Sciacca
has been editor-in-chief of
Yachting magazine for five
years, has worked in the marine industry for 20 years
and, in his spare time, crews
on a fishing team.

THE YACHT Seen here is a
Viking Yachts 82 cockpit
motoryacht, built in New
Gretna, New Jersey. There’s
also 75- and 93-foot
models in the builder’s
motoryacht range.

GARMIN’S QUATIX 5 would
make Dick Tracy jealous. This
watch lets users link to Garmin
chart plotters and do cool
things like control the autopilot,
mark waypoints, stream data
and more. It doesn’t hurt that
the watch is stylish, and has
a glass or sapphire crystal
lens, stainless-steel bezel and
silicone or steel strap. The GPS

should come in handy when
hiking ashore, and can track a
route and give users heart-rate
and calories-burned data too.
It can even help that golf game,
providing course info, distance
to target and more.

GARMIN’S GSD26 chirp black-box sounder lets users see down to
10,000 feet. And see clearly too. The unit collects data across an array
of frequencies, called Spread Spectrum technology (read: chirp),
optimizing the below-sea view and returning well-deﬁned imagery.
Because power is automatically reduced for shallow-water targets,
separation is clear, key for anglers locating their quarry. The GSD26
works with Airmar’s broadband transducers, and users can dial in the
power as desired, ranging from 30 watts up to 3,000
watts. Users also can monitor two depth ranges at
once. For example, using low chirp for piercing deep
water and high chirp for viewing the shallows.

GARMIN’S GMR Fantom 126
radar is a 6-foot open-array
solid-state system with a
96-nautical-mile range. Of
interest to bluewater cruisers
and canyon-running anglers is
that the Fantom 126 can track
weather up to 72 nautical miles
away. The unit’s MotionScope
function uses Doppler technology to pick up and track

moving targets, helping mitigate
potential collisions. The system’s
mini automatic radar plotting aid
(aka MARPA) tracks up to 10 targets at once, a welcome feature
in busy harbors. For anglers, the
auto bird-gain setting helps to
identify those ﬂying ﬁsh-ﬁnding
friends of the sea, ensuring that
the ﬁsh dinner doesn’t taste a
lot like chicken tonight.
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GARMIN’S GPS MAP8622 is a multifunction display with a 22-inch
high-deﬁnition screen. The GPS updates heading data 10 times every
second. Users can integrate sonar, engine data, autopilot, apps and
more. The unit comes with BlueChart g2 charts for the United States,
Canada and the Bahamas, and LakeVu maps covering more than
17,000 U.S. lakes, rivers and reservoirs. The 8622 has presets for integrating sonar, radar, cameras, media and more. SmartMode allows
users one-touch access to preset screens for activities such as ﬁshing and docking. The 8622 is compatible with FLIR, Axis night-vision
systems and Fusion entertainment units as well
as ClearVu, SideVu and chirp sonar technology.

PINGING PACK ICE

Climate change may be triggering global headaches,
but it’s also creating opportunities for high-latitude
cruisers, including those interested in pressing through
the fabled Northwest Passage, provided these mariners
are properly equipped. Furuno’s FICE100 ice-detecting
radar helps the captains of ships and ice-class yachts
ﬁnd safe and expedient passage through pack ice, saving
signiﬁcant time, fuel and operational costs.
Unlike traditional radars that detect vessels, objects
and landmasses, the FICE100 is a powerful downstream
black-box processor that takes the raw radar feed from
any compatible Furuno X-band radar’s (sold separately)
Automatic Radar Plotting Aid processor and uses it to
create highly detailed “fusion” images of the surrounding pack ice. “Navigation radars use a few sweeps to paint
a picture, but the FICE100 uses a composite of [many]
sweeps — tiling or layering one on top of the other — to
[determine] what’s solid ice and what’s open water,” says

Matt Wood, Furuno USA’s national sales manager. Once
installed, a FICE100 operates independently of (and without compromising or inﬂuencing) the main navigation
radar’s processor.
To generate imagery, the FICE100 lowers the returning
signal’s noise ﬂoor and captures ﬁne details by employing algorithms and concentrating on the returning echoes
from the lower portion of the radar’s transmitted vertical
beam (imagine an ultrapowerful “bird-mode” feature). “Ice
radar wants to magnify clutter,” says Wood, adding that
the FICE100 delivers a range of 3 to 6 nautical miles.
Furuno is already working on its next-generation ice
radar technology, which, says Wood, will deliver ice ranging and ice thickness information, and the company is also
developing a hybrid radar/sonar technology that looks for
ice above and below the waterline and determines the
thickness of submerged ice. “It’s exciting to be providing a
solution that works,” Wood says.

OSKARI PORKKA/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM
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01
COMMUNICATION
PRODUCTS

AIS
S M A R T W AT C H
VHF
WI-FI

GARMIN QUATIX 5
STYLE AND FUNCTION
— EVERYTHING YOU
NEED FROM YOUR
NEXT SMARTWATCH
SPECIFICALLY
DESIGNED FOR LIFE ON
THE WATER
Why get a smartwatch if it’s not
designed speciﬁcally for boaters? With the Garmin quatix 5,
you can choose between built-in
activity proﬁles to measure performance for paddleboarding,
kayaking and canoeing while
advanced ﬁtness features such
as Elevate monitor your heart
rate. Seamless connectivity with
Garmin chart plotters drives its
GPS functionality and allows
you to connect with compatible
devices to utilize autopilot control, remote waypoint marking,
sail-racing assistance, data
streaming and more.

FURUNO FM4800 VHF RADIO
EVERYTHING YOU’D EXPECT FROM A
POWERFUL VHF RADIO — AND MORE
PRICE
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$845
C O N TACT

furunousa.com

When you think about Furuno’s FM4800 VHF radio, think
more than just a radio. This multitool allows for more than
just talking and communication via a 25-watt unit. It also
provides a GPS receiver, AIS receiver and a loudhailer with
intercom. With a built-in Class D DSC, you can use it as a
stand-alone or as part of a larger network.

PRICE

$549.99
C O N TACT

buy.garmin.com

shakespeare-ce
.com

SHAKESPEARE
PHASE III ANTENNA
TALK LOUDER,
LISTEN BETTER

This full-feature AIS system is designed with the latest SOTDMA
(self-organized time-division multiple access) technology, which allows
AIS transceivers to avoid data collisions or centralized control. That means
faster updates and accurate position reports. Even more important to many
recreational boaters, however, is that the AIS700 is designed for easy DIY
installation and has its own internal 72-channel GPS and a built-in antenna
splitter, which allows antenna-sharing with your current VHF.
PRICE

$999
C O N TACT

raymarine.com

VHF antennas have all seemed
more or less the same for decades, but Shakespeare set
out to make a number of improvements with the Phase
III line. Upgrades include a
custom foam system that
protects the radiators from vibration and moisture, the use
of all-stainless-steel hardware,
silver-plated elements, and an
SO-239 connector that allows
you to install the antenna without rerouting the existing cable.

GARMIN INREACH
MINI MARINE BUNDLE
PUT YOUR MIND AT
EASE WITH A SMALL
YET POWERFUL ADDON TO YOUR HELM’S
COMMUNICATION TOOLS
PRICE

With interactive $379.99
SOS, two-way
messaging and C O N T A C T
buy.garmin.com
basic navigation via the
global Iridium
network, the inReach Mini marine bundle gives you a huge
safety margin in a tiny package.
But increased safety doesn’t
have to mean a bulky addition
to your helm; instead, a small
mount with a 12-volt power cable and wireless connectivity
provide communication
with compatible chart
plotters. (Subscription
required for use with
the Iridium network.)

ICOM M605
THE VHF WORLD JUST GOT A LITTLE
BRIGHTER AND A LITTLE MORE COLORFUL
Oh yes, we deﬁnitely like what we see on Icom’s M605
ﬁxed-mount marine radio. What’s better than a large
LCD display? How about making it color? With both day
and night modes, users have optimal functionality in all
light conditions. Cool features alert: Last Call makes a
temporary recording of transmissions you’ve received,
and active noise canceling improves the clarity of your
own transmission.

PRICE

$799.99 to $999.99
with AIS
C O N TACT

icomamerica.com
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Starts at $269

RAYMARINE AIS700
THE AIS7000 CLASS B TRANSCEIVER WITH ANTENNA
SPLITTER GIVES A SERIOUS BOOST TO SITUATIONAL
AWARENESS AT THE HELM
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PRICE

$1,495
C O N TACT

wavewiﬁ.com

WAVE WIFI MBR-550
GET CONNECTED IN MORE WAYS THAN ONE WITH
THIS WIRELESS ROUTER, FEATURING BUILT-IN
CELLULAR CAPABILITIES
You want to take connectivity oﬀ the dock a step further? Wave WiFi’s
MBR-550 multisource router lets users select their own carrier/SIM card for
global use via a standard-size SIM slot. Connections don’t stop with other
Wave WiFi routers, but expand outside with third-party satellite systems and
cellular data. Key features include a graphic log-in/user interface that oﬀers
simple control and access management, a customizable auto-failover, and
the ability to conﬁgure an onboard guest local area network (LAN) to allow
for guest access with pre-programmed limitations.

PRICE
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$899.99
C O N TACT

raymarine.com

RAYMARINE RAY73 MULTIFUNCTION
VHF RADIO WITH AIS
A TRIPLE THREAT FOR YOUR CENTRAL
COMMUNICATION HUB, WITH
BUILT-IN VHF, AIS RECEIVER AND
LOUDHAILER CAPABILITIES
The Ray73’s long list of built-in features should propel this
unit to the top of your communications must-have list.
An AIS receiver (compatible with chart plotters and radar) is built in, as is a GPS receiver that makes it simple
to utilize digital selective calling. Other highlights include
the optional wireless RayMic remote stations and a hailing
horn, which can create fog signals or act as a PSA system.

STANDARD HORIZON
HX890BK
THIS NEW, EASY-TOUSE VHF/GPS IS SURE
TO FLOAT YOUR BOAT
If you don’t want the ﬂeet to
listen in on your conversations,
you’ll love the coded built-inscrambler-equipped Standard
Horizon
HX890BK
ﬂoating
Class H DSC VHF/GPS. Other
highlights include a wateractivated emergency strobe
light, group-monitor tracking
using DSC group position calling,
and a built-in FM receiver. The
HX890BK is also backed by a
three-year waterproof warranty.
PRICE

$199.99
C O N TACT

standardhorizon
.com

PRICE

Regardless
of
where or how you
C O N TACT
like to listen to your
clarion.com
music, the CMS20
has you covered.
With a global AM/
FM/weather-band tuner, SiriusXM,
Bluetooth aptX, and aux and USB
inputs, this is one compact black
box ready for action. Installation
is ﬂexible and easy, and the
weather-protected controller’s display showcases source and track
information. Additional highlights
include a 32-bit microcontroller
paired with a 4.1-channel audio processor, a built-in Class D ampliﬁer
and long-lasting durability.
$199.99

RAYMARINE AXIOM
UAV APP FOR DJI
MAVIC PRO DRONES
A NEW TOY FOR EVERY
BOATER WHO WANTS AN
EYE IN THE SKY
PRICE

Launch, ﬂy and
command your
DJI Mavic Pro
C O N TACT
drone, all from
raymarine.com
your
smartphone or Axiom
displays using the Axiom UAV
app, designed for compatible use
with LightHouse 3 MFDs. Get live
action shots capturing both video and still photos, and see it all
broadcast in real time. Controlling
your drone has never been easier, with both automated and
manual in-ﬂight navigation, along
with return-to-boat single-touch
command. Oh, and did we mention
this app is free?
Free (Axiom UAV
software)

D e s i g n e d
speciﬁcally for
C O N TACT
marine use, the
fusionentertainment
RA770 starts
.com/marine
the party with
built-in Wi-Fi, a
full-color 4.3-inch LCD display,
digital signal processing and
epic PartyBus capabilities —
giving users their own musical
freedom, opting to join party
mode throughout the vessel or
personal mode for listening in
the comfort of their own cabin.
High-quality audio is enhanced
with pairing through Bluetooth,
optical audio (TV), advanced
SiriusXM, AM/FM radio, aux and
USB compatibilities.
$649.99

FUSION APOLLO SRX400
THIS SMALL ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM
OFFERS ALL THE SAME
FEATURES AS THE
BIG BOYS
PRICE

$349.99

With a 2.3inch dust- and C O N T A C T
fusionentertainment
waterproof dis- .com/marine
play, the SRX400
is
engineered
for life on the water. The unit
includes Wi-Fi streaming, digital signal processing features
and Fusion’s powerful technology for audio sharing, PartyBus
— allowing for listening in your
own zone of choice, through party mode or personal mode. The
device can adapt to support multiple languages, and provides one
Ethernet port and one Motorola
antenna connector port.
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CLARION CMS20
THIS BLACK-BOX
RECEIVER WITHSTANDS
EVEN THE HARSHEST
ELEMENTS

PRICE

2019

BL ACK BOX
E N T E R TA I N M E N T S Y S T E M
SPEAKERS
SOURCE UNIT
SUBWOOFER
U AV

FUSION APOLLO RA770
GET READY TO ROCK
WITH FUSION’S NEW
FLAGSHIP ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM
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PRICE

$379.99
C O N TACT

jlaudio.com/
marine-audio

JL AUDIO M6-SERIES CLASSIC GRILLE MARINE
SUBWOOFER WITH RGB LED LIGHTING
(M6-10IB-C-GWGW-I-4)
RUGGED, SALTWATER RATED AND UV RESISTANT — THIS
SUBWOOFER IS READY FOR ACTION AT SEA
If mounting room is sparse but you still want big sound from your stereo,
the M6 series can be aﬀixed in a compact .875-cubic-foot sealed enclosure.
Add the optional transﬂective RGB LED lighting system, and you can get the
party started with color along with the deep bass. For optimum performance,
it’s best to use this unit with ampliﬁer power in the 75- to 250-watt range.
Additional choices are available in an 8-inch model and in 8-inch or 10-inch
models designed for high-powered, inﬁnite-baﬀle operation.

JL AUDIO M6-SERIES
SPORT GRILLE MARINE
SUBWOOFER WITH
RGB LED LIGHTING
(M6-10IB-SGWGW-I-4)
GET READY TO DROP
THE BASS WITH JL
AUDIO’S M6-SERIES
SUBWOOFER DRIVERS
The M6 10-inch inﬁnite-baﬀle
subwoofer is designed for remarkable audio performance in
open-air marine environments
without a dedicated enclosure.
This unit is intended for those
looking to enhance their boat’s
audio system to the highest level,
and is best used with ampliﬁed
power in the 75- to 250-watt
range. We’re talking big booms
here, people, from this saltwaterrated and corrosion-/UV-resistant
subwoofer. Make it look big too,
with the optional transﬂective
RGB LED lighting-system upgrade.

PRICE

JL AUDIO MEDIAMASTER 100S PREMIUM
SOURCE UNIT (MM100S-BE)
KEEP THE PARTY GOING EVEN WHEN
MOTHER NATURE’S AT HER WORST
PRICE
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$599.99
C O N TACT

jlaudio.com/
marine-audio

Protected by an IP66 weatherproof rating, the
MediaMaster 100s premium source unit ups the ante
with a 3.5-inch color LCD display and two built-in lighting
themes to choose from, either Day or Night mode. Four
separate audio zones are powered by audiophile-quality
circuits and eight channels of preamp outputs. Other highlights include selectable subwoofer control, digital AM/FM/
weather-band tuner, Bluetooth connectivity, USB/iPhone
inputs, an aux port and SiriusXM-ready compatibility.

$379.99
C O N TACT

jlaudio.com/
marine-audio

$479.99
C O N TACT

jlaudio.com/
marine-audio

PRICE

$479.99
C O N TACT

jlaudio.com/
marine-audio

JL AUDIO MEDIAMASTER 50
WEATHERPROOF SOURCE UNIT WITH
ONBOARD AMPLIFIER (MM50)
NEITHER SNOW NOR RAIN NOR HEAT WILL
STOP YOUR BOAT FROM ROCKIN’
With a 2.8-inch color LCD display, the MediaMaster 50 is
an IP66-rated unit that stands tough against the elements.
It’s fully stocked with various options and custom controls,
and users can choose between separate audio zones: variable, ﬁxed, oﬀ, volume limit and rename zone. Users also
have a choice of three remote controls — each sold separately — and can enjoy a digital AM/FM tuner, Bluetooth
connectivity, a USB port and an analog aux input.

PRICE

$379.99
C O N TACT

jlaudio.com/
marine-audio
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PRICE

JL Audio’s M6-Series Classic grille
marine speaker systems will take your
audio — and your visuals — to new
limits, with the addition of the optional
transﬂective RGB LED lighting system.
These speakers are saltwater-rated
and resistant to corrosion and UV
rays. Long-excursion woofers ensure
that your audio is crystal-clear even
at powerboating speeds. Available
in 6.5-, 7.7- and 8.8-inch models in
both coaxial speaker systems and
enclosed-tower speaker systems.

2019

Created for open-air boating
environments, the M6-Series
Sport grille marine speakers produce audio that is projected loud
and clear even when cruising at
top speeds. Set the mood with
the optional transﬂective RGB
LED lighting system, and have
peace of mind knowing that your
unit can withstand UV rays and
salt-spray exposure thanks to
its specially designed .8-inch
silk dome tweeter. Models are
available in 6.5-, 7.7- and 8.8-inch
coaxial
or
enclosed-tower
speaker systems, and color options of gunmetal and titanium
are also oﬀered.

JL AUDIO M6-SERIES
CLASSIC GRILLE MARINE
SPEAKERS WITH
RGB LED LIGHTING
(M6-650X-C-GWGW-I)
ENGINEERED TO PRODUCE
THE HIGHEST-QUALITY
SOUND IN YOUR FAVORITE
OPEN-AIR MARINE
ENVIRONMENTS

MARINE ELECTRONICS AND TECHNOLOGY BUYER’S GUIDE

JL AUDIO M6-SERIES
SPORT GRILLE MARINE
SPEAKERS WITH
RGB LED LIGHTING
(M6-650X-S-GWGW-I)
SALTWATER-RATED,
THESE SPEAKERS
ARE BUILT TO ROCK
THE BOAT

03
NAVIGATION
PRODUCTS
AUTOPILOT
CHART PLOTTER
CHIRP
FISH FINDER
GPS
M U LT I F U N C T I O N D I S P L AY
RADAR
SONAR
TRANSDUCER

FURUNO NAVPILOT
300 AUTOPILOT
COMMAND THE HELM
OF YOUR CENTERCONSOLE WITH SIMPLE
POINT-AND-CLICK
STEERING
Ideal for small- to midsize
outboard-powered
centerconsole boats, Furuno’s new
NavPilot 300 autopilot is
driven by Bluetooth-enabled
gesture-controller technology.
Using a 4.1-inch color LCD
display, point and shoot in any direction from anywhere on board
— within 30 feet of the helm —
to set your desired heading. The
autopilot will then redirect your
vessel and send you on the way
to your next destination.

PRICE

$1,600
C O N TACT

furunousa.com

FURUNO NAVNET TZTOUCH2
NO MORE CURSING TECHNOLOGY —
THIS MFD TAKES SMART TO A WHOLE
NEW LEVEL
PRICE
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Starting at $3,695
C O N TACT

navnet.com

Instructions? Who needs instructions? At least that’s the
case with the new Furuno NavNet TZtouch2, which is so
darn intuitive that you’ll be pinching, zooming and swiping
that screen in seconds, and navigating in no time. Sizes include the 12.1-inch TZTL12F, 15.6-inch TZTL15F and black
box TZT2BB. Standout features include the 1 kW RezBoost
ﬁsh ﬁnder, and true anglers will want to spring for the
TruEcho chirp ﬁsh ﬁnder for extra clarity.

FURUNO NAVNET TZTOUCH
TAKE TOTAL COMMAND WITH ONE TOUCH
Pinch, tap, touch and swipe your way through the most
intuitive, user-friendly interface you’ll ﬁnd on a chart plotter, with the TZtouch. With a list of multi- and single-touch
gestures, utilize a full network, including UHD radar,
FDF ﬁsh ﬁnders, AIS and more. Take your pick between
a 9-inch WVGA or 14.1-inch WXGA MFD, or a black-box
conﬁguration. Did we mention that free apps extend your
control wirelessly through your tablet or smartphone?
PRICE

$4,695
C O N TACT

navnet.com

PRICE

$1,495
C O N TACT

furunousa.com

With built-in chirp ﬁsh ﬁnding and TruEcho technology,
Furuno’s GP1871F/GP1971F gives users total control by
utilizing the intuitive TZtouch2 interface. Retroﬁts are not
a problem for those using the CW transducer. Upgrade
alert: The DRS4W 1st Watch wireless radar is compatible.
Opt for one of two size units, either the 7-inch GP1871F
or the 9-inch GP1971F — both include the latest C-Map
4D cartography.

PRICE

$1,095
C O N TACT

furunousa.com
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FURUNO GP1871F/GP1971F
RAISE YOUR STANDARDS WITH CHART
PLOTTERS THAT PACK A POWERFUL
PUNCH IN A COMPACT PACKAGE

2019

All new RezBoost Technology
powers Furuno’s FCV588 ﬁsh
ﬁnder, with groundbreaking
signal processing to enhance
target separation and resolution.
Images are up to eight times
sharper than the norm, allowing
you to diﬀerentiate between
game ﬁsh and bait. Other highlights include Accu-Fish, which
can determine the size and depth
of an individual ﬁsh, and bottom discrimination, which helps
determine bottom type.
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FURUNO FCV588
REZBOOST FISH
FINDER
EXTEND YOUR SCOPE
OF VISION WITH HIGHER
RESOLUTION AND
SHARPER IMAGERY
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PRICE

tk.99

FURUNO NXT RADARS
FIND EVERYTHING YOU NEED WITH A COMPLETE LINE OF
RADAR OPTIONS AND SIZES

C O N TACT

garmin.com/inreach

PRICE

With options on options, you can pick and choose with Furuno’s NXT radars: the
24-inch dome DRS4D-NXT, or the 3.5-, 4- and 6-foot open-array DRS6A-NXTs.
Get INREACH
ready to experience
fast target tracking for up to 100 targets, ARPA displays,
TK
EXPLORER+
target analyzer and bird mode simultaneously working together. Cool feature
STAY
SAFE WITH WORLDWIDE IRIDIUM
alert: Rain mode turns storm cells blue.

COVERAGE AND TWO-WAY MESSAGING
ABILITY

It’s more than just a panic button with 24/7 SOS abilities. This InReach satellite communicator can also send
and receive text messages, pair with your mobile device (via a free Earthmate app) and, unlike most similar
products, provides on-screen mapping. Weather updates and position sharing are also within the InReach
Explorer+’s capabilities.

BRING ON
THE AWARDS.

M605
2017+2018
Award Winner

Best Marine VHF

BRING IT ON.
Visit www.icomamerica.com/bringitonM605
for additional features and specs.
©2019 Icom America Inc. The Icom logo is a registered trademark of Icom Inc. 20916

$2,600 (DRS4DNXT); $5,400
(DRS6A-NXT)
C O N TACT

furunousa.com

FURUNO DFF3D MULTIBEAM SONAR
MULTIBEAM SONAR TECHNOLOGY
EXTENDS YOUR FISH-FINDER RANGE
With range up to 1,000 feet below the boat, and more
than 650 feet to either side, Furuno’s DFF3D multibeam sonar will change your expectations of 3D and
side-scanning systems. In combinaPRICE
tion with NavNet TZtouch or TZtouch2
$2,095
MFDs, you get single-/triple-beam,
C O N TACT
side-scan and cross-section views.
furunousa.com
Simply tap on a ﬁsh target, and your
chart plotter has its coordinates.

GARMIN ECHOMAP PLUS 94SV
FORGET SQUINTING YOUR EYES AND
SHADING YOUR SCREEN — THIS 9-INCH
CHART PLOTTER IS A CLEAR CHOICE
With a bright, sunlight-readable keyed-assist
touchscreen display, the Garmin EchoMap Plus 94sv
comes standard with pre-loaded BlueChart g3 charts
with integrated Navionics data. It’s stocked with
charts covering the entire coastal United States,
and anglers can take advantage of
PRICE
the Quickdraw Contours mapping $1,099.99
software — which allows for the creation of custom charts with 1-foot C O N T A C T
buy.garmin.com
contours as you ﬁsh. Other top
features include support for chirp
traditional sonar and chirp ClearVu
and chirp SideVu scanning sonars, and Panoptix
all-seeing sonar compatibility.
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PRICE

$1,299.99
C O N TACT

buy.garmin.com

GARMIN GPSMAP 942XS
SOMETIMES, THE BIGGEST SOLUTIONS COME IN THE
SMALLEST PACKAGES
There’s a long list of features to enjoy with Garmin’s 9-inch GPSMap 942xs
touchscreen combo, which brings big-unit capabilities to a smaller package.
From pre-loaded charts to wireless connectivity with Garmin mobile apps
and Virb action-camera integration to NMEA 2000 and NMEA 0183 support, the list of capabilities goes on and on — this compact navigational and
ﬁsh-ﬁnding tool packs a powerful punch.

PRICE
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$4,565 to $6,400
C O N TACT

furuno.com

FURUNO
X-CLASS RADARS
CONVENTIONAL RADAR IS A THING OF THE
PAST AS THE X-CLASS LINEUP PROPELS
PERFORMANCE INTO THE FUTURE
You want the ultimate in both short- and long-range radar
detection? The kind of performance that used to be reserved
for high-end commercial units? The DRS X-Class series can
pick out targets at a mere 20 feet (approximately), yet boasts
long-range detection out to an amazing 96 nautical miles.
Then there’s bird mode, providing powerful bird detection for
you anglers.

GARMIN PANOPTIX
LIVESCOPE
IT’S TIME TO GO LIVE
WITH GARMIN’S REALTIME SCANNING SONAR
Once you go live, you won’t want
to go back — that’s the mindset you’ll adopt with Panoptix
LiveScope. This ﬁsh ﬁnder
delivers
easy-to-distinguish,
picturelike scanning sonar images of structures, bait and ﬁsh
all around your boat (even when
stationary). Anglers can adjust
the transducer to ﬁt their ﬁshing techniques using LiveScope
Down and/or LiveScope Forward;
point down to see directly below
the boat or view imagery for up
to 200 feet down and away.

PRICE

$1,499.99
C O N TACT

buy.garmin.com

PRICE

$2,495
C O N TACT

furunousa.com

The Garmin GPSMap 1242 Touch is designed with users in
mind, featuring full networking capabilities to custom-build
your marine system with radar, autopilot, sonar, instruments
and sensors. Built-in charts are powered with Navionics
data and Auto Guidance technology, and the 12-inch display
also supports Axis and FLIR thermal cameras and optional
sonar modules, including Panoptix all-seeing sonar. Support
continues for GRID keypads, GXM 53 marine weather
receivers, Virb camera streaming and more.

PRICE

$2,599.99
C O N TACT

buy.garmin.com
63

GARMIN GPSMAP 1242 TOUCH
WHEN BIGGER IS BETTER, COASTAL
CRUISERS WON’T REGRET OPTING
FOR THIS 12-INCH TOUCHSCREEN
CHART PLOTTER

2019

You need a small but potent
stand-alone radar? With an
8.4-inch color LCD screen and
4 kW dome, the 1815 includes
features such as fast target tracking (which allows for
tracking for up to 10 targets)
and true trail mode (which assists in gauging the directional
movement of targets). Plus, it
can show up to a whopping
100 AIS targets when linked with
a receiver and relevant sensors.

$5,999.99

With full networking capabilities via NMEA 2000 and the Garmin
Marine Network, the GPSMap 8616xsv chart plotter is pow- C O N T A C T
buy.garmin.com
ered by a full-HD in-plane switching (IPS) touchscreen display
— imagery is clear and concise even viewed through polarized sunglasses. Key features include pre-loaded BlueChart
g3 coastal charts and LakeVu g3 inland maps with Navionics data and Auto
Guidance technology, and built-in support for a full suite of sonar options. For
a sleek glass helm, multiple displays can be mounted ﬂush and edge to edge.

MARINE ELECTRONICS AND TECHNOLOGY BUYER’S GUIDE

FURUNO 1815 COLOR
RADAR
FULL PERFORMANCE
AND RELIABILITY
SHOWCASED IN A
FULL-COLOR DISPLAY

GARMIN GPSMAP 8616XSV
A 16-INCH HD DISPLAY FOCUSED ON DELIVERING
WIDER ANGLES, SUPERIOR CLARITY AND ULTIMATE
SUNLIGHT READABILITY
PRICE

03 NAVIGATION

PRICE

Varies by region

GARMIN GMR FANTOM 126
THIS IS ONE FANTOM THAT YOU’LL
WANT BY YOUR SIDE TO NAVIGATE
THROUGH THE NIGHT

C O N TACT

buy.garmin.com

The GMR Fantom 126 is Garmin’s most powerful
solid-state open-array radar, utilizing 120 watts of
power. Employing MotionScope technology, users can
detect and highlight moving targets in diﬀerent colors
to avoid collisions, track the weather or ﬁnd ﬂocks
of birds. Pulse-compression technology allows for
maximum target identiﬁcation while also displaying
high-resolution imagery. And let’s not forget the new
True Echo Trails feature, which leaves
PRICE
a fading trail on moving targets.

GARMIN BLUECHART G3 VISION
GET READY TO EXPERIENCE INDUSTRYLEADING COVERAGE, CLARITY AND
DETAIL ON YOUR COASTAL CHARTS

$8,499.99
C O N TACT

Featuring integrated Garmin and Navionics content,
the BlueChart g3 Vision provides built-in Auto
Guidance for easy-to-calculate routes based on your
boat’s size. You’ll see suggested paths to follow, along
with high-resolution satellite imagery overlays that
display lifelike views of your nearby environment.
Other key features include depth-range shading for
up to 10 depth ranges, and 3D views that deliver perspectives both above and below the waterline.

buy.garmin.com

The Most Innovative, Intuitive
New Handheld on the Market
64

HX890 Floating 6 Watt Handheld VHF/GPS
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Available in Black or Navy Blue, the new HX890 includes features
such as a two scrambler system, a built-in FM broadcast band
receiver, and a new ergonomic case design.
Other features include:
•
•
•
•
•

Easy to Operate Icon/Menu System
DSC Group Position Call
Water Activated Emergency Strobe Light
Integrated 66 Channel WAAS GPS Receiver
Oversized Full Dot Matrix Display

NEW!
Nothing Takes to Water Like Standard Horizon
HX890NB
HX890B

www.standardhorizon.com 800.366.8431

PRICE

PRICE

$1,999.99

$4,655

C O N TACT

C O N TACT

buy.garmin.com

airmar.com

GARMIN GMR FANTOM 18
AN 18-INCH DOME RADAR THAT
UTILIZES THE DOPPLER EFFECT TO
IDENTIFY AND HIGHLIGHT TARGETS

AIRMAR PM411LWM ULTRA-WIDEBEAM CHIRP-READY TRANSDUCER
(POCKET MOUNT)
GET THE MOST COVERAGE FOR YOUR
NEXT TOURNAMENT WITH THIS
ULTRA-WIDE-BEAM CHIRP-READY
TRANSDUCER

Driven by MotionScope technology, the GMR Fantom
18 is a 40-watt solid-state dome radar that includes
a new perk: target-size setting, which assists in differentiating real targets from noise. Major highlights
include pulse compression, which enhances detection and maximizes energy, along with dynamic
auto-gain and sea-ﬁlter settings, low power consumption and instant start-ups.

With a 40-degree beam width, this Airmar transducer
pairs its low-frequency range of 40 to 60 kHz with a
medium-frequency range of 80 to 130 kHz. Your sounder will be tournament-ready with this much-needed
enhancement, which helps to uncover more ﬁsh in
deeper water over a broader distance. Are you ready
to out-ﬁsh the competition? Better underwater vision
can help.

A Smarter
Way to Boat

NAUTIC-ON™ MAKES IT EASY.
Once installed, the NAUTIC-ON onboard system keeps you connected to your boat.
Track your location and remotely monitor your bilge pump, engine, batteries and
more with the NAUTIC-ON app. Receive alerts and easily share information with
service providers to spend less time fixing problems and more time on the water!
To learn more, visit www.nautic-on.com.
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PRICE

$1,953
C O N TACT

INSTALL APP
BE CHOOSY WITH
YOUR TRANSDUCER
— FIND THE
PERFECT MATCH
FOR YOUR FISHING
PREFERENCES

airmar.com

AIRMAR B275LHW WIDE-BEAM
CHIRP-READY TRANSDUCER
(THROUGH-HULL)
A PERFECT MATCH TO GIVE SMALL
BOATS A BIG ADVANTAGE
You don’t need a big vessel to maximize coverage
below the waterline — instead, opt for a wide-beam
chirp-ready transducer with a high frequency range of
150 to 250 kHz. It’s ideal for tandem use with Airmar’s
PM411LWM, and anglers can take advantage of its
continuous 25-degree beam width across the entire
frequency band. With larger, sharper imagery, cover all
your bases, from the bottom to upper water columns,
and let no ﬁsh go unseen.

It’s not always easy to narrow
down your top selection from a
laundry list of great choices, but
the iNstall app can help. Sort
through your options based
on quality, frequency, beam
width and installation to see
what performance standards
best ﬁt your individual needs.
From chirp-ready transducers
to broadband units with high
sensitivity, you’ll want the
technology that best shows
target
resolution,
coverage and bottom detection.
iNstall — available for iOS and
Android — can help you ﬁnd it.

PRICE

Free
C O N TACT

gemeco.com

SG200
BATTERY MONITOR

Precise Battery Monitoring
Learns & Displays All Critical Battery Parameters
Support for All Common Battery Chemistries & Voltages
Intelligent, Self-Calibrating Accuracy
Expandable Architecture

SCAN ME!
©

Optional Smartphone/Bluetooth Gateway

www.balmar.net / Customer Service: +1 (360) 435-6100 x1 / Technical Support: +1(360) 435-6100 x3

http://bit.ly/SG200Info

LOWRANCE HDS LIVE
GO LIVE WITH REAL-TIME UPDATES
TO SONAR, CHARTING AND APP
CONNECTIVITY
Lowrance has raised the HDS bar by packing in new
features like Active Imaging, LiveSight, Genesis Live
and LiveCast smartphone integration. It also comes
in a new low-proﬁle design with edge-to-edge glass
and an HD SolarMax screen. The unit
PRICE
is oﬀered in 7-, 9-, 12- and 16-inch
$949 to $4,499
displays, and upgrades are available
C O N TACT
to bundle with Active Imaging or buy
lowrance.com
as a separate accessory.

LOWRANCE HOOK2
SIMPLE CONTROLS, CLEAR DISPLAYS,
AND ENHANCED SONAR AND IMAGING
WILL HAVE YOU HOOKED
Ease of use and aﬀordability are the key features
of the Lowrance Hook2. The series is oﬀered in
three categories: three-in-one sonar with high
chirp, SideScan and DownScan imaging; two-in-one
sonar with high chirp and DownScan imaging; and
broadband sounder. Units are available in 12-, 9-, 7-, 5- and 4-inch display P R I C E
sizes, with most models featuring $99 to $1,499
full navigational capability and pre- C O N T A C T
loaded mapping with 1-foot contours lowrance.com
for more than 3,000 U.S. lakes.

YOUR

DEFENSIVE
LINE-UP.

BUILT TO WITHSTAND THE HARSHEST ENVIRONMENTS, SEASON AFTER SEASON.
Recognized by the industry for their benchmark resilience, durability and reliability, every Clarion marine audio and entertainment system, speaker,
ampliﬁer and accessory endures a battery of character deﬁning tests. By replicating prolonged UV exposure, simulating the humid saltwater environment
and rigorously testing for thermal shock to imitate quick changes in temperature, Clarion ensures that every single product in its marine line can
withstand the rigors of the harshest, most offensive environments, season-after-season.
Find out more by visiting clarionmarinesystems.com today!
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LOWRANCE ELITE TI2
THE NEXT GENERATION OF AFFORDABLE
FISH-FINDING TECHNOLOGY IS HERE
High-resolution active sonar and wireless networking
come together to provide the perfect combination of
high-tech features with relatively low cost in the Elite
Ti2. On the sonar side, users can expect 800 kHz active imaging, Lowrance chirp sonar — with SideScan
and DownScan imaging — and FishReveal. Wireless
connectivity allows for sonar and
PRICE
chart sharing between two displays,
$649
along with Bluetooth technology and
C O N TACT
call and text notiﬁcations. This unit is
lowrance.com
available in 7-, 9- and 12-inch displays.

RAYMARINE MAGNUM
OPEN-ARRAY RADAR
MAXIMUM POWER AND TECHNOLOGY
MEET IN THIS OPEN-ARRAY
RADAR ANTENNA
PRICE
Starts at $4,699.99

Radar for recreational vessels just
doesn’t get any more potent than C O N T A C T
raymarine.com
the Magnum, available in 4- or 6-foot
open arrays that pump out 4 kW
or 12 kW. Nor does it get any more
advanced, with goodies such as Bird Mode, dual-range
scanning, MARPA target tracking, and a True Target
feature that creates visible trails for on-screen targets
so you know which way they’re headed at a glance.
Plus, the Evolution nine-axis heading sensor provides
real-time target plots.

PRICE

RAYMARINE QUANTUM 2 CHIRP
RADAR WITH DOPPLER PROCESSING
A DASH OF COLOR AND A BIG DOSE
OF SAFETY
Raymarine’s Quantum 2 chirp radar with Doppler
processing mode takes safety to a new level by incorporating color in a new way — users will notice that
inbound targets appear in red, outbound in green and
stationary in a neutral third color. This provides tremendous situational awareness with a quick glance at the
screen. With a 25-target MARPA system, target acquisition is fully automated using high-speed algorithms,
and Wi-Fi connectivity or wired connection is easy
with LightHouse 3 multifunction displays.

PRICE

$1,949.99
C O N TACT

raymarine.com

$6,799.99

RAYMARINE AXIOM
XL MULTIFUNCTION
DISPLAYS
GO MODERN WITH A
SLEEK DISPLAY WHOSE
PERFORMANCE ONLY
RIVALS ITS ELEGANCE

C O N TACT

raymarine.com

Raymarine’s Axiom XL multifunction
display range is the poster child
for what a true modern navigation
helm should look like.
The displays combine
edge-to-edge
glass
construction with fast
quad-core
processing
and LightHouse 3 OS for
countless customization
options. These models
are powered by IPS display technology and have
seamless integration capabilities with Ethernet, video over
IP, HDMI input and output, and NMEA
2000. Displays are available in 16-,
19-, 22- and 24-inch sizes.

REMOTE
MONITORING
100% wireless remote monitoring and interactive system

SURVEILLANCE
Wi-Fi HD IP security camera

www.zigboat.com
www.glomex.us

100%
Wireless

100%
Privacy

No
Cloud

No
Subscription

1-to-1 Encrypted
Connection
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PRICE

RAYMARINE ELEMENT
SONAR-GPS DISPLAYS
DESIGNED FOR THE ANGLER, WITH
UNMATCHED IMAGERY AND FISH
IDENTIFICATION

$679.99
C O N TACT

raymarine.com

The odds will always be in your favor with
Raymarine’s new Element sonar-GPS display,
delivering the clearest possible view of what’s below the waterline. Thanks to HyperVision 1.2 mHz
super-high-resolution chirp sonar, users can
employ DownVision, SideVision and Raymarine
RealVision 3D for sharp imagery of vegetation,
ﬁsh and structure. This model uses a fast quadcore processor and has a built-in GPS receiver
to support Raymarine RealBathy personal sonar
mapping and Navionics SonarChart Live. Displays
are available in 7-, 9- and 12-inch systems.

RAYMARINE CLEARCRUISE AUGMENTED
REALITY FOR AXIOM MFDS
NAVIGATION HAS NEVER SEEN SO FAR IN
THE FUTURE
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PRICE

$499.99 (for the
AR200 stabilization
module)
C O N TACT

raymarine.com

With Raymarine’s ClearCruise augmented reality, your
vision is enhanced with the ability to see navigation
aids and locations faster and farther than ever by using
color-coded on-screen call-outs. Fueled by the new
AR200 augmented-reality stabilization module and a
CAM210 or CAM220IP marine camera, boaters can see
detailed information such as names, distances, symbols and collision-avoidance alerts from AIS targets
and waypoints. Utilizing gyrostabilized images, users receive instant updates of live sea conditions and vessel
motion. Up to 10 marine cameras can be connected for
360-degree coverage.

B&G VULCAN 12
DESIGNED WITH
SAILORS IN MIND,
THIS 12-INCH CHART
PLOTTER FEATURES
DEDICATED SAIL AND
CRUISE FUNCTIONS
Sailing just got a little easier with
the Vulcan 12, delivering 3G or
4G broadband radar compatibility with the ability to spot targets
up to 36 nautical miles away.
With a multitouch screen display, the Vulcan series includes
SailSteer and SailingTime, and
can read wind speed and direction. Looking to tack on some
added
beneﬁts?
Unlock P R I C E
P r e d i c t W i n d $2,199
and StartLine C O N T A C T
bonus features, bandg.com
which are particularly handy
for racing.

B&G VULCAN 7
RADAR-ENABLED
AND USER-FRIENDLY,
SAILORS CAN FIND
EVERYTHING THEY
NEED IN THIS 7-INCH
CHART PLOTTER
High-spec
sailing
features
elevate the Vulcan 7 to the front
lines of the entry-level market.
With everything
PRICE
from high-speed $699
GPS functions
and built-in Wi-Fi C O N T A C T
bandg.com
to SailSteer and
ForwardScan
technology, the
fully refreshed 7-inch screen
showcases depth and bearing
displays, weather forecasts, and
wind speed and direction. Club
racers and cruisers will also appreciate StartLine, allowing for
a countdown timer and racecourse-building tool.

RAYMARINE RVX-1000 3D CHIRP SONAR MODULE
VERSATILE ENOUGH TO SATISFY BOTH INSHORE AND
OFFSHORE FISHERMEN

SIMRAD HALO24
THESE DOME
RADARS HAVE A
LIGHTWEIGHT DESIGN
AND ARE POWERED
BY CUTTING-EDGE
TECHNOLOGY
The industry’s ﬁrst dome radar
to boast a 60 rpm high-speed
rotation at distances up to
2 nautical miles, Halo24 includes immediate dual-range
performance,
high-quality
short-, mid- and long-range
detection capability up to
48 nautical miles, and Simrad’s
VelocityTrack Doppler technology. This is the lightest 24-inch
pulse-compression dome on
the market, and can boot up
from low-power standby to
full functionality in the blink of
an eye.
PRICE

Raymarine’s RVX1000 3D chirp sonar module is a ﬁve-channel quad-core
black-box sonar that connects with any RealVision 3D transducer for gyrostabilized imagery that shows a clear picture of life under the sea. Owners of
Raymarine eS Series, gS Series and Axiom XL multifunction
displays will have access to the same RealVision 3D and P R I C E
1 kW chirp oﬀshore sonar found in the Axiom Pro models. $1,499.99
Über-cool feature: Sonar scroll-back provides the option to C O N T A C T
raymarine.com
play, pause and rewind up to 10 minutes of sonar history.

SIMRAD NSO EVO3
THE BRIGHTEST SCREENS, THE MOST
POWERFUL PROCESSOR AND THE MOST
ADVANCED NETWORKING CAPABILITIES

$2,699
16-, 19- and 24-inch
displays: $6,999 to
$10,999; system kit:
$7,699 to $11,699
C O N TACT

simrad-yachting
.com
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simrad-yachting
.com

A quad split screen isn’t enough? With an HD display (1920
by 1080) and an iMX6 quad-core processor, the NSO evo3
can support up to a six-panel split-screen layout. It can be
networked with Simrad’s premium network modules, and
users can eﬀortlessly connect to smartphones, tablets
and internet hotspots. This navigation system can be purchased as a stand-alone display or as part of a system kit.
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C O N TACT

03 NAVIGATION

PRICE

Upon request
C O N TACT

navico.com

NAVICO INFORMATION DISPLAY
SEE ONLY THE INFORMATION YOU WANT,
WHEN YOU WANT TO SEE IT
Navico’s new information displays let you create a
customized boating experience. A powerful hub driven
by Ethernet, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth displays at the helm
on a bonded-glass screen, and you can use preset data
layouts or customize what appears on screen. Units
will be available with Lowrance, Simrad or B&G electronics, and can consist of single or multiple displays.

8
YEAR

SIMRAD NSS EVO3
THE FIRST CHOICE IN
MULTIFUNCTION DISPLAYS
FOR BOATERS AND SPORT
FISHERMEN ACROSS
THE GLOBE
If you want tactile control in addition
to touchscreens for rough days
on open boats, you’ll appreciate
the keypad and rotary control on the
NSS evo3. Other key features include
a 10-hertz internal GPS antenna, full
autopilot integration, engine monitoring interfaces and a TripIntel trip
computer. Displays are available in
16-, 12-, 9- and 7-inch models.

PRICE

$1,299 to $5,499
C O N TACT

simrad-yachting
.com

SIMRAD ACTIVE IMAGING
TRANSDUCERS
ACTIVE IMAGING REDEFINES WHAT
ANGLERS EXPECT FROM SONAR —
WITH A FOCUS ON DEPTH AND DETAIL
What’s better than high-resolution imagery from
sonar? How about high-resolution imagery that doesn’t
sacriﬁce range? Replacing Simrad TotalScan transducers, Active Imaging delivers views of up to 300 feet
to the left or right of the boat in 800 kHz or 455 kHz
frequencies. Two models are available: a stand-alone
designed for installation alongside a chirp transducer, and three-in-one, which combines scanning sonar
with a traditional medium-/high-chirp element.

B&G ZEUS3 GLASS HELM
THIS MULTIFUNCTION FULL-HD DISPLAY
KEEPS A LOW PROFILE WHILE PROVIDING AN ULTRABRIGHT, SLEEK DESIGN
Targeted speciﬁcally for bluewater sailing, multihulls
and superyachts, this glass helm allows for complete integration with radar, sonar,
PRICE
charts and sensors. Built-in sailing- 16-inch: $7,699;
speciﬁc functions, such as SailSteer 19-inch: $9,499;
and SailingTime, are included, and 24-inch: $11,699;
there’s no waiting for a system re- also available as
display only
sponse thanks to the powerful
quad-core system’s lightning-fast C O N T A C T
brain. Available in 16-, 19- and 24-inch bandg.com
display systems.

PRICE

Stand-alone: $229;
three-in-one: $299
C O N TACT

simrad-yachting
.com

T H E
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A P P L E
AirPlay¨

MS-SRX400

F U S I O N E N T E R TA I N M E N T. C O M

MS-RA770

04
SAFETY & SECURITY
PRODUCTS

B AT T E R Y M O N I T O R I N G
JOYSTICK DOCKING
MONITORING SYSTEM
P E R S O N A L L O C AT O R B E A C O N
VIRTUAL DISTRESS SIGNAL
THERMAL IMAGING

BALMAR SG200
BATTERY MONITOR
ACCURACY AND
RELIABILITY — WHAT
MORE COULD YOU
NEED FROM A
BATTERY MONITOR?
With a 97 percent accuracy rate
between two cycles, the Balmar
SG200 battery monitor checks
the box for precision. Unlike
humans, this self-calibrating
unit doesn’t lose accuracy
with age, and its internal intelligence allows it to learn and
display critical parameters,
such as state of charge, state
of health, current ﬂow, time
remaining, history, faults and
alerts. An optional Bluetooth
smartphone app is available for
on-the-go observation.
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EVINRUDE IDOCK
MAKE DOCKING A BREEZE IN ANY
CONDITION WITH A JOYSTICK PILOTING
SYSTEM THAT PUTS CONTROL AT THE
TIP OF YOUR FINGERS
Docking can be tricky, even with a joystick, but
Evinrude’s iDock has intuitive gyroscope sensor
technology and automatically calculates for the
eﬀects of wind and current in real time. And by leveraging Evinrude’s internal steering systems, boaters
can breathe easy knowing that their steering pump
is shielded, their transom is clean, and their compartments are empty and ready for storage. iDock is
available on twin-engine boats powered with new
E-Tec G2 engines, requires no additional steering
pumps and costs signiﬁcantly less than most outboard
joystick systems.
PRICE

$5,999
C O N TACT

evinrude.com

PRICE

$239
C O N TACT

balmar.net

PRICE

$3,499.99
C O N TACT

ﬂir.com

FLIR M232 THERMAL
NIGHT-VISION CAMERA
EVERY BOATER CAN MAKE A BIG IMPACT
ON SAFETY WITH THE ADDITION OF THIS
SMALL UNIT
With the FLIR M232 thermal night-vision camera,
installation is just as simple as control — because the
data is conveniently delivered via video over IP connections on your MFD. With more accuracy than a ﬁrst
mate, the M232 automatically scans for objects in the
water and notiﬁes you with visible and audible alerts.
With a 4x continuous digital zoom, 360-degree rotation
and +/- 90-degree tilt, it can enlarge distant targets, as
well as calculate and display range estimates.

FLIR M-625CS NEXT GENERATION
THERMAL CAMERAS
THIS BEST-SELLER DOESN’T
DISAPPOINT, WITH GYROSTABILIZATION
AND A COLOR ZOOM DAYLIGHT CAMERA
Enjoy the beneﬁt of gyrostabilization
PRICE
in your camera while controlling your $20,995
FLIR via joystick or your touchscreen
C O N TACT
MFD. The M-625CS includes both ﬂir.com
FLIR and a daylight/low-light color
camera with 12x optical zoom, and
the ability to connect two screens
simultaneously thanks to dual video outputs. Day or
night, you can now see farther and hold the picture
steady. Very steady.

04 SAFETY AND SECURITY

SOS DISTRESS LIGHT
THIS AWARD-WINNING
LED ELECTRONIC
FLARE SATISFIES USCG
REQUIREMENTS

FLIR M400 THERMAL
NIGHT-VISION CAMERA
NIGHT-VISION TECHNOLOGY JUST GOT A
BRIGHTER FUTURE
Engineered with oﬀshore cruisers and serious
sport-ﬁsh anglers in mind, the FLIR M400 thermal
night-vision camera oﬀers long-range day-and-night
target detection with both the thermal and visible
light camera payloads. There’s no need to be afraid of
the dark with 4x optical zoom plus 4x digital zoom, plus
30x optical zoom on its low-light camera. Additional
highlights include the LED spot beam that illuminates
only what it’s pointed at — without blinding your crew
or nearby boats — and outputs for analog, video over
IP and HD-SDI.

PRICE

$70,000
C O N TACT

ﬂir.com

Designed to completely replace
traditional pyrotechnic ﬂares,
this LED visual distress signal
device lasts up to 60 hours.
Based on U.S. Coast Guard requirements, the device ﬂashes
in SOS sequence and is visible
for up to 10 nautical miles. The
LED ﬂare ﬂoats and can be handheld, tethered or lifted upward.
Paired with a daytime distress
signal ﬂag to meet all Coast
Guard requirements for day and
night use, it operates using three
standard C batteries.

ZB101 ZIGBOAT
NO MONTHLY FEES, NO SUBSCRIPTIONS,
NO CLOUD — JUST PEACE OF MIND
PRICE
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$999
C O N TACT

zigboat.com

When it comes to monitoring systems for your boat,
there’s nothing more important than dependability.
Zigboat provides that and more, with ﬂexible monitoring
and interaction both while on board and via remote access. The unit comes with a selection of standard and
optional wireless sensors to meet your needs, then simply
download the Zigboat app on your smartphone and you’ll
start receiving real-time notiﬁcations and updates on
your boat’s condition.

PRICE

$89.99
C O N TACT

weems-plath.com

CREWWATCHER
CREATE A VIRTUAL SAFETY NET WITH THESE
SMALL BEACONS
RAYMARINE USCG
SINS-2 NAVIGATION
SYSTEM
THE NAVIGATIONAL
PICK OF THE UNITED
STATES COAST GUARD

Nothing’s worse than a man-overboard situation in rough seas or low-light
situations, and while they can’t always be avoided, they can be resolved
— thanks to CrewWatcher, an app-based overboard alarm system made
up of a small beacon worn by everyone on board and
PRICE
a smartphone app. If someone goes over the side, $169 per pair
an alarm will sound, and the app guides rescuers to
C O N TACT
their lat/long via the phone. No cell service or Wi-Fi is crewwatcher.com
required; the system utilizes Bluetooth 4.2 and GPS.

The SINS-2 (Scalable Integrated
Navigation System, Gen 2) was
designed speciﬁcally for the
USCG, is destined to live in
the helm stations of over 2,500
patrol boats and cutters, and
includes integrated systems P R I C E
Upon request
optimized for
missions such C O N T A C T
raymarine.com
as search-andrescue and port
security. Even
the LightHouse operating system has been redesigned — and
encrypted. MFDs, sonar, radar
and communications are all part
of this military mix.

Powered by a three-axis joystick
with
progressive
throttling
(the harder you push, the bigger the reaction), Optimus 360 is
designed to make close-quarters
maneuvering in and around the
marina a piece of cake. Key features include boost mode, which
increases the revolutions per
minute to give you more
thrust when you need it.
PRICE

Price varies based
on application
C O N TACT

seastarsolutions
.com
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Driven by a simple smartphone application, Nautic-ON
provides full remote monitoring of your boat. Engine status, battery life, bilge-pump activity, location data with
bread-crumbing and geofencing — the list goes on and
on. Following installation of the onboard system, you’ll receive real-time alerts notifying you of every aspect of your
boat’s condition.
PRICE

Onboard system:
$600; annual
subscription: $149
C O N TACT

nautic-on.com
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SEASTAR OPTIMUS
360 JOYSTICK
DOCKING CONTROL
ROTATE YOUR BOAT
ON A DIME, WITH THE
SIMPLE TWIST OF
A JOYSTICK

NAUTIC-ON SMART BOATING SYSTEM
BOAT MONITORING AT ITS VERY BEST
FROM THE PALM OF YOUR HAND
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ON THE

I g r e w u p o n t h e w a t e r.

WAT E R

84% of fatal drowning victims are
reported as not wearing a life jacket.

YO U R N E X T E X C U S E ,
C O U L D B E YO U R L A S T.

LEARN MORE ABOUT SAFE
BOATING PRACTICES AT
BOATINGMAG.COM/BOATINGSAFETY

LET’S TURN
UP THE
RESOLUTION
WITH ELEMENT™ AND
HYPERVISION™ LIFELIKE
SONAR IMAGING
Element’s 1.2 megahertz HyperVision™ takes
sonar to a new level of precision. DownVision,
SideVision, or stunning RealVision 3D,
Element’s HyperVision™ mode lets you see
structure and target fish with lifelike clarity. And
with quad-core performance and the intuitive
LightHouse Sport operating system, Element
will put you on the spot fast, helping you to see
and catch what other anglers can’t.

See the power of Element at raymarine.com/element

